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With the evolution of new sophisticated technology, mili-
tary manpower planning problems involving specialized
training have become increasingly important. This problem
has become especially urgent for the airborne community of
the U.S. Army because this community has a variety of
special training requirements which make the problem espe-
cially complex when ether dimensions such as grade level and
military occupation specialty are also taken into account.
This thesis formulates a methodology which applies Markov
chain theory to forecast future inventories and uses
marginal analysis to determine the optimal numbers of
soldiers with certain skill levels and job types who should
e'nter special training. The goal of the optimization model
is the ninimiza tion of the maximum percentage shortage of
personnel relative to authorization. The methodology is
used with FY 19 34 data to determine the optimal numbers of
soldieis to enter special training during fiscal years 1984
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Id the last two decades, with the evolution of new
sophisticated technology, military manpower planning prob-
lems involving specialized training have become increasingly
important. Critical questions of how many people to train
and hew to train them have to be answered by the military in
order to optimize the effectiveness of their forces. This
problem has become especially urgent for the airborne commu-
nity cf the United States Army. This community has a variety
cf special training requirements which make the problem
especially complex when other dimensions such as grade level
and military occupation specialty are also taken into
account.
In an earlier thesis Captain Donald B. Chung formulated
the manpower planning problem of a section of the airhorne
community and solved it by dynamic programming. That formu-
lation minimized the sum of the squares of the shortages for
all duty positions considered [Ref- 1]. In this thesis the
airborne community as a whole is considered, a different
objective function is formulated, and slightly different
constraints are used.
The remainder of this chapter will provide some tasic
information about the airborne community whose personnel
planning is the subject of this thesis. More detailed
information about the airborne community can be found in
£Eef. 2].
Chapter 2 discusses formulation of the model. It pres-
ents a model which will forecast personnel requirements for
each type of special training and project those c eguireirents
into future years by utilizing Markov Chain theory.
Additionally it will examine the application of marginal
12

analysis as a viable optimization strategy in determining an
optimal training policy in the airborne community.
Chapter 3 discusses the execution of the model. Chapter
4 demonstrates the potential of the model as a decision
caking tool and as a manpower planning model.
A. TEE AIREORNE COHEUNITY
1 . Grade and Skill Levels
A soldier in the United States Army is recruited for
two, fcur or six years (and may renew the recruitment
repeatedly for two, four or six years) . During the period
of enlistment a soldier may be promoted through various
grade levels. Initially a soldier enters the service at
grade level one. In order for an individual tc be
promoted frcm one grade level to the next grade level, he
must stay in the grade a specific period of time and be
selected by a centralized selection board.
The nine enlisted grade levels as correlated with
rank are listed in Tarle 1 .
TABLE 1
Grade Levels as Correlated with Ranks and Skill Levels
GEADE RANK SKILL LEVEL
E-1 Private 1
E-2 Private
E-3 Private Eirst Class
E-4 Specialist 1
E-5 Sergeant 2
E-6 Staff Sergeant 3
E-7 Sergeant First Class 4
E-8 Master Sergeant 5
E-9 Sergeant Major 5
13

Additionally, a soldier in the U.S. Army has a skill
level (SI) identifier which is an indicator of his technical
and tactical experience. These skill levels are cicsely
related to the grade levels. The relationship tetween
skill and grade levels is also listed in Table 1 .
The skill level identifier used is a two-digit cede
with the first being the skill level, and the second digit
being a zero.
2- Military Occupatio n Specialty (MOS)
After the conpletion of basic training and advanced
individual training each soldier in the U.S. Army is awarded
a Military Occupation Specialty (MOS). There are 365 MOS^
for which a soldier nay be trained. The MOS designation
used is a two digit number followed by a letter (e.g. cook
<94B) , infantryman (11B)). Combining MOS's with all possible
skill levels that a scldier can have in that particular MOS
creates a tctal of atcut 12 00 MOS/SL combinations.
3 . Car eer Manage ment Field (CMF)
A scldier has a career pattern to follow. This
pattern consists of a network of jobs specified by MOS and
SL. Each MCS is included in only one CMF. There are thirty
one Career Management Fields (CMF's) in the United States
Army. As an example, the career progression for CMF 16 is
diagraimed in Figure 1.1. This diagram shows, for example,
that a Hawk missile crew-member of skill level one (16D10)
advances through 16D20, 16D30, 16D40 then to 16Z50 and
finally to C0Z50. All the career progression patterns, as
they appear in [Bef. 3], are shown in Appendix A.
4. Skill Qualificatio n Identifier (SQI)
After the award of the MOS, a soldier can undergo
special training which, in case of successful completion,
14

Figure 1. 1 Career Progression Pattern for CMF 16
will award a Skill Qualification Identifier (S2I). There
are twenty nine SQI ' s within the United States Army. Only
those relevant for the airborne community will be considered
in this thesis. For example, a cook of skill level 1 who
successfully completes ranger training is awarded the SQI of
'7 1 for ranger, and his complete job type, grade level, and
job skill then will te 94B1 07.
There are four types of special training withir the
airborne community:
a) Airborne training. Each graduate of this




b) Eanger training. Each graduate is awarded the SQI
of V for ranger.
c) Special forces training. Each graduate is awarded
the SQI of S fcr specialist.
d) Pathfinder, not considered in this thesis due to
the small number of soldiers .
Eecruitment fcr P, or V training takes place among
soldiers of all MOS f s and skill levels, but the recruitment
largely consists of soldiers with MOS 113 and SL s 1 and 2
for P, or with HOS 1 IE and SL's 2 and 3 for V.
Turing FY84 a new CBF (CHF 18) was created to
include all special forces personnel, and SQI S was discon-
tinued. Personnel possessing SQI S at that time were given
the opportunity to ccnvert to CMF18.
5 • Duty Position
In the US Army each soldier is qualified for a
special type of job and that is indicated by his MOS, SI,
and SQI. For example a soldier with skill level 1, MOS
133-Canncn Crewman, and SQI ?, is qualified for duty posi-
tion 13310P. There are about nine hundred fifty duty posi-
tions in the airborne community.
6 . Man pow er Requirements
Ihe levels of authorization by year for the airtorne
community are given by the personnel structure and composi-
tion system (PEESACS) document and for the purpose of this
thesis are assumed tc be known. When it is necessary to work
with future predictions and there are no available tables of
authorizations, the current authorizations will be assumed
to remain constant. Ihe PEESACS document gives the authori-
zations for each duty position ( as it is specified by MCS,
SL, and SQI ) and reflects levels annually determined rased
upon current military size, mission, and budget constraints.
16

Depending on the mission of the unit the authorization may
be above or below the strengths shown by the table of
Organization and Equipment (TOE) documents.
In order to support the assignment policy cf rota-
tion in and out of the airborne community the manpower pool
factor was created. This is the surplus for each duty posi-
tion that ought to exist outside the airborne community in
crder tc fill vacancies created upon the departure of
soldiers from the airborne community, and to provide
soldiers with SQI P, v, or S an opportunity to serve in duty
positions outside tie airborne community. The authoriza-
tions including the pool factor for each duty position can
be obtained by multiplying authorizations (without the pool)
by twc.
The vacancies created by attritions from, as well as
by internal movements within, the airborne community result
in an increase of total shortages. Shortages are defined as
the difference between the authorized inventory level and
the cn-hand inventory level in each duty position. A
negative shortage implies that on-hand inventory is greater
than the authorization and represents a surplus for that
duty position.
Attritions in the airborne community can result
from:
a) personnel leaving the community voluntarily by
an expiration of term of service, or involuntarily
as a result of punitive or administrative
discharge;
b) personnel conducting a permanent change of
station cut cf the airborne community. This is a
voluntary reassignment cut of the airborne community
and, prior tc this assignment, the soldier must
voluntarily withdraw his qualification of P, V,
or S from his official military record.
17

Cn-hand inventory levels are recorded by the Army
Military Personnel Center (HILPERCEN) as ending inventory
levels of the fiscal year (FY) . These inventory levels are
recorded by 'AOS, SL, and SQL Ending inventory levels for
a year will be assumed to be the same as the beginning
inventory levels for the following year.
7 . Fun din g of Special Training Within the Air borne
Com munit y
Soldiers in the airborne community receive hazardous
duty pay for being in 'jump status' or training for it. The
budget allocated for this purpose consists of two separate
accounts; one to be used for training soldiers and the
ether for paying soldiers already trained and serving in
jump status. This thesis will be concerned only with the
amount allocated for soldiers in training.
8 • Fre cuency of Traini ng and Schoo l Capacity
Airborne training is. a three week course. Fifty
such classes are cycled throughout the year with each class
limited to 400 soldiers. Ranger training is conducted five
times per year with each class limited to 200 soldiers and
the training period being eight weeks in duration. Special
Forces training is conducted twelve times per year with each
class limited to 100 soldiers and the training period teing
twelve weeks in duration.
E. JRCBIEB DEFIHITICB
The purpose of this thesis is the development of a
manpower nodel to predict personnel shortages in all duty
positions in the airborne community as determined by
Military Occupation Specialty (MOS) , Skill Level (SL) , and
Skill Qualification Indicator (SQI) . The objective is to
18

answer the question: "How many soldiers from each MCS/SL
ought to be sent for training for each of the three SQI»s P,
V and S in order to minimize future shortages cf the
airborne community and increase its operational readiness?"
Cbviously any selection for training would result in a
decrease of the existing shortage or in the creation of a
surplus, either of which is beneficial. However, when the
desire tc minimize future shortages is combined with the
goal of increasing the operational readiness of the airborne
community, the need to define the selection criterion more
carefully becomes apparent. Chapter two considers how this
selection could be done in order to be of use tc the
airborne community.
1 • Forecastin g Future Stocks
Manpower planning is matching the supply of people
with the jobs available [Eef. 4]. In the airborne community
those duty positions that are vacant are the jobs available,
and each duty position (e.g. 94320P-cook skill level 2,
parachutist qualified) can be considered as a specific state
into which a soldier can be recruited or promoted, and out
cf which he can be promoted or attrited.
The objective of forecasting is to predict future
inventory levels in the airborne community given current
stocks, total recruitment into the community, and flows
within and cut of the community.
2 • Cpt imi za tion cf Training Requirements
Cnce the future inventory levels are predicted for
the beginning of a specific fiscal year, shortages in
certain job types can also be predicted. The budget with
which to train new soldiers and maintain the current force
levels sets limits en how many soldiers can enter into
special SQI training. Additionally, the capacity of the
19

school which conducts each type of SQI training constrains
the number cf soldieis who can enter into that SQI training.
The guesticns to be answered are:
a) how many soldiers from each I10S/SL ought to be
sent for training given a restricted budget and
school capacity , and
t) what should be the selection criterion : maximum





The formulation cf the model consists of two different
submodels which together will forecast future stocks and
determine the optimal training policy i.e. how many soldiers
are to be sent for SCI training from each MOS/SL combination
so that the operational readiness of the airborne community
is maximized.
A. FORECASTING MODEI
1 • Con ser vation cf Flo w
A common characteristic of manpower models is the
conservation of flow. Every individual is classified in the
system into classes 1 through M, where each of the 31 CME*s,
as discussed later in this thesis, is an independent system,
and M represents the total number of duty positions within a
CMF. Class represents the state outside of the system.
Ivery individual who is present in the system at observation
time t, must be in seme class at previous observation time
(t-1) and also at the subsequent observation time (t + 1) .
The following equation is the fundamental relation
cf flew conservation. It equates the number of people in
class i at time t to the number of people moving into class
i during period (t-1,t) and to the number leaving class i
during period (t,t+1).
let N (t) = Lumber of people in class i at time
i
t, and
f (t) = the nu irber of people moving from state
i j




EH ^Mf (t) «I.{t)«Lf ii (t+1J , (eqn 2.1)3=0 ji 1 3=0 13
for all i=1 ,2, . . -,M, and for each t.
Note that the flow f from i to i, representing the number
ii
of people who stay in class i from time t to time (t+1),
must also he included in the sums on each side of equation
(2.1) .
2 . Cro ss- Sectio nal Mod els
The models classified under this term require no
knowledge of historical personnel movements prior to time
(t-1) -
A strong point in favor of such models is that most
organizations keep only current files on personnel, although
such records may be kept for a number of years. These
records make it easy to determine the structure of the orga-
nization at the end of each accounting period which may be a
Eonth.cr a year.
3 • Fraction al-
F
lew Assu mpti ons
In fractional flow models, [Ref. 9], it is assumed
that the fraction of the stock N (t-1) in class i at time
i
(t-1) that flows to class j during time period t is a fixed
proportion g independent of t. The quantity q is also
ij ij
referred to as the transition probability from i to j.
Thus the flows at time t can be written as:
f (t)= q • N (t-1) (eqn 2.2)
ij ij i
for all t and for i=1,2,...,M; j=0, 1, 2, . . . , M.
For example, let i represent the duty position 11B10P and j




infantryman with SQI «p« wh c were promoted from SL 1 to SI 2
during time period (t-1,t) which corresponds to fiscal year
t in this thesis.
Using equations 2.1 and 2.2, stocks for class
j=1,2,...,tt at time t can be expressed as follows:
H (t)=]£f
.
(t)= f (t) + Z2 q • N (t-1) (egn 2.3)
j i=0 ij Oj i=1 ij i
where f (t) number of soldiers recruited during period
Oj
(t-1,t) ior duty position j.
let Q be the MxM matrix of g. »s, known as the tran-
sition natrix. Then equation 2.3 in matrix notation
becomes:
N(t)=[N (t-1) ]» • Q + f (t) . (egn 2.4)
Here N(t), and N(t-1), represent column vectors of stocks
at times t and t-1, and f ( t) stands for the column vector
cf recruitment. The prime symbol means the transpose of the
column vector, i.e. a row vector.
Equation 2.4 is the tasic fractional flow modal and is some-
times called the Markov model [Ref. 10].
Given the stocks at time t-1, the recruitments
during period (t-1,t), and the matrix Q, it is possible to
predict stocks at time t using equation 2.4.
An assumption required by this model is that each
person is subject to only one transition during a single
fiscal year. This assumption may be violated in reality as
some soldiers may have two transitions in the same year, for
example a promotion and an attrition might both occur. The
frequency of this occurrence is very small and it is
normally prohibited by existing policies. A soldier who is
reclassified intc a new MOS is normally withheld from promo-
tion consideration, while a soldier who is promoted is
restricted from changing his MOS. However, a soldier may be
23

promoted and attrited from the airborne community within the
same fiscal year. This occurrence is largely limited to 51 1
soldiers. Promotions from higher SL's incur an additional
time-in-service obligation and preclude attrition during the
same fiscal year.
Under the assumption that the distribution cf move-
ments frcm class i to class j is the same each time period
(year) the matrix Q can be estimated using data from more
than cne year [Eef. 12].
4 • Hindsight and F oresight Co nce pts
The terms "hindsight" and "foresight" refer tc two
variations of the basic fractional flow model described in
the previous section.
The difference between the hindsight and foresight
models is ir the way recruitment is treated. The hindsight
model uses a recruitment policy which allows one or mere
accounting times to pass before a vacancy is filled. This
model starts filling vacancies during the period after the
period when they were" created. The foresight model uses a
recruitment policy which attempts to anticipate future
vacancies and fill them during the time period that they
are created. Thus, the foresight model tries to prevent
shortages from taking place.
5« Gen eration of Trans ition Matrices
The cross-sectional model as it is represented by
equation 2.4 can be used to predict future movements of
personnel and end-strength inventories by duty position in
the airbeme community. For the remainder of this thesis the
fiscal year (FY) will be the time period considered.
The Q-matrix is a representation of the interrela-
tionships among MOS's, Si's, and SQI's. When no interrela-
tionships exist between the CMF's, then a separate
24

transition matrix for each CMF is generated, and the stock
vector N can be decomposed by CMF into smaller force level
vectors that correspond to each CMF. In the airborne commu-
nity movements among CHF's are negligible [Ref. 6], hence, a
separate Q-matrix can be generated for each CHF-
Ihe first step in generating the transition matrix
for a CMF is to extract from a given year's data the
internal flows among classes.
Dividing the flow from class i to class j during
time period (t-1,t) by the stock in class i at time t- 1 we
get an estimate cf the fraction q . Performing this proce-
ij
dure for all i and j = 1,...,M results in the Q-matrix
needed for equation 2.4.
Flows from or to state are not considered. Flews
from state represent new recruits which for this thesis
are dependent on the number of soldiers to be sent to SQI
training. These flews are determined by the optimization
model. Cn the other hand, flows to state i=0 represent
attritions from the airborne community and are implied by
the internal flows during the fiscal year and the stocks at
the beginning of the fiscal year.
Since transitions among duty positions are
restricted by career progression pattern and promotion poli-
cies, the resulting transition matrix has in each row only
two or three nonzero elements.
Figure 2.1 represents a transition matrix for CMF






















































































































The Dev e lo Dment of the Objective Function
The first task in the development of an optimization
model is to determine its objective or goal. The objective
of this optimization model is:
to minimize the maximum percentage of shortage
amcng all duty positions where there exists
shortage. If it is possible to eliminate all
shortages, then the goal is to create surpluses
proportional to the future shortages that are
expected to be created during the coming year.
This goal results in the fulfillment of the objec-
tives which were stated in Section 3 of Chapter 1. Sending
soldiers for training to fill the duty position where the
maximum shortage exists or is expected to be created is
preventing the creation of structured shortage. Structured
shortage refers to the situation in which overstrengths
exist fcr some duty positions and shortages exist for
others.
The criterion of percent shortage was selected for
the following reasons:
(a) Percentage of shortage is the only indicator of
personnel readiness relative to trained personnel avail-
ability which is included in the unit status report figure
2.2, section 6c, that is submitted every month and from
which is determined the readiness level of a unit. For more
details see £Ref. 7].
(b) Percentage of shortage is used as a criterion of evalua-
tion of the status of a unit with respect to readiness in AR
220-1 [Ref. 5]. See also [ Ref . 8].
(c) Absolute numbers of shortage in any duty position may be
misleading if used fcr comparison. For example, a shortage
27
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of 10 people in a duty position where the authorized inven-
tory is 15 has an entirely different meaning than in a case
where the number of authorized personnel is 300.
(d) Common sense accepts that an inverse relationship dees
exist between the percentage of shortage in a unit ar.d its
ability to fulfill its goal.
Ideally, it would be desirable to have no shortage
at all in any duty position, i.e. to be able to fill any
newly created shortage. This would mean that all duty posi-
tions would be filled to their autnorized levels, and there
would exist enough surplus in the pool to cover future
shortages. However budget and, in the short term, school
capacity constraints do not always allow this goal to be
realized. Hence a procedure aust be found for determining
the number of personnel that ought to be sent for traininj
for each SQI so as to minimize shortage and enhance the
operational readiness.
Note that even in the case where there is no
shortage it is desirable to keep the percentage of existing
surpluses of qualified personnel at a level that ensures
effective coverage of future shortages.
The idea behind the solution method to be employed
can be described as fellows:
(a) calculate the percentage of shortage in each
duty position;
(b) select for training a soldier for that duty
position where the maximum percentage of shortage
exists
;
(c) compute the number of shortages after the above
selection (using the proper training completion
rate) and repeat steps (a) and (b) ;
(d) continue the above procedure as long as the
budget and school capacity constraints permit.
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Figure 2.3 shows a graphical representation cf the
objective function.
As can be seen from Figure 2.3 the objective func-
tion is not a continuous function and the usual optimization
methods cf linear or nonlinear programming become inappro-
priate. Therefore, the objective function was optimized by
using marginal analysis, having as a goal the minimization
of the naximum percentage of shortage.
The method of marginal analysis is based on the
return that is obtained from the consumption of one unit of
resource. For the purpose of this thesis the marginal
return cf sending one more person for training to cover
shortage in some duty position is the reduction in the
existing percentage of shortage in that duty position due to
this decision.
It is crucial to decide whether existing shortage or
predicted shortage is to be used, since these alternatives
lead to different results. Using existing shortage has the
characteristic of working with a known quantity. On the
other hand, using predicted shortage to guide the training
decisions is also appealing. The facts that the training
period is quite short (three, eight, or twelve weeks) and
that a shortage in jump status usually exists in a small
number of duty positions and can be covered quickly by
sending soldiers for training early in the fiscal year lead















































































































































































































































consider filling existing shortages. Then predicted short-
ages must be used to guide further training decisions which
will create surpluses to cover shortages that otherwise
would be created during the coming fiscal year. So in a case
where two duty positions have the same authorizations and no
current shortages, mere soldiers will be sent for training
for the duty position which has a larger loss rate (due to
attrition, promotion and perhaps other causes), since it is
expected that by the end of the fiscal year more shortages
will exist in that duty position.
For the purpose of planning training requirements
using the hindsight concept, the vector of predicted short-
ages in the airborne community for time t can be expressed
as:
S(t) = A(t) - [M(tJ + b • U(t) ] - b • X(t) (egn 2.5)
»
where A (t) = vector of authorized personnel levels at
time t ;
N (t) = vector of current force levels that result
after transitions of existing personnel at
time period (t-1,t) , as generated by the
Markov process described in the section A. 5 of
Chapter II
;
b = the completion of training rate;
(t) - vector indicating number of personnel under-
going SQI training at time t; and
X (t) = vector showing number of recruits to be en-
tered for SQI training during time period
(t,t+1).
The symbol X ( t) represents the decision vari-
able in this problem formulation.
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In the same way expected shortage at time t+ 1 can be
expressed when using the foresight concept as:
S(t + 1) = A(t+1) - [N(t) + b • U(t) ]«Q - b • X(t) (eqn 2.6)
where Q is the transition matrix described in section A. 5 of
this chapter.
This shortage is actually the difference between authoriza-
tion and the sum of expected legacy after one year and the
new graduates due to current training policy. The term
legacy stands for forecasted inventories without new
recruits. For more details see [Eef. 11].
It is assumed that there is no attrition for new graduates
during the fiscal year they graduate, and no transitions ro
ether duty positions.
For each duty position, these two relationships can be
expressed as:
S =A - [N + b • U ] - b • X (egn 2.7)
ijk ijk ijk k ijk k ijk
where i denotes the specific MCS,
j denotes the grade/skill level, and
k denotes the specific SQL
For simplicity the time argument was omitted. The time argu-
ment for current or future shortage is the same as in
equations 2.5 and 2.6 respectively.
The percentage of shortage for each duty position is
defined as the quotieDt of S over A
ijk ijk
The symbel X (t) denotes the decision variable chosen
ijk
for this optimization model and represents the number of
personnel with MOS i and SL j that should enter into SQI k
training during tine period (t,t+1). The interpretation




graduate from SQI k training and enter into the airfcorne
community occupying an MCS i and skill level j duty
position.
Tor simplicity, the term b «D will be assumed to be in-
k ilk
eluded in the inventory N . This represents the number of
ij k
future graduates from among soldiers currently being trained
at school. This number can be estimated (using the proper
completion rate) from given data and be counted in the
current inventory since it does not depend on the training
policy decisions for the upcoming fiscal year.
As discussed in the previous chapter , the author-
ized inventory levels are provided by the PERSACS document.
The course completion rate of each type of SQI training is
provided from empirical data. Force levels are provided by
historical data for the initial time and are generated by
the Markov process for succeeding times.
Thus, since the objective is to minimize the
maximum percentage shortage among all duty positions as
specified by MOS i, SI j, and SQI k, the objective of the
problem can be mathematically expressed as:
Minimize [Maximum (S /A ) ].
i,j,k ijk ijk
2 . The Development of the Constraints
a. School Capacity Constraint
The total number of soldiers who enter SQI
training cannot exceed the - capacity L of the school during




Mathematically, the school capacity constraint can be
expressed as:
*-* 2-* X < L for each k
i j ijk - k
where L represents the capacity of the school for the k-th
k
SQI training, during a fiscal year.
For example, if 1000 soldiers can be accommodated in ranger
training throughout the year by the United States Army
Hanger School, then the total number of soldiers of all
MOS ' s and skill/grade levels that can enter into that type
of SQI training is United to 1000. This limitation can be
the result of living accommodations or any other factor
which sets a physical restriction on the number of students
that can be effectively trained.
t. Budget Constraint
The second factor that puts bounds on the deci-
sion variable is the budget level 3 which is allocated for
S^I training in the airborne ' community.
A soldier is paid an additional amount of $83
per month while he is in training for any SQI. There are a
few exceptions. For example, if a soldier is hospitalized
for a long time period he does not receive this pay. If a
soldier fails to complete the entire course of P training,
he receives no payment. If a soldier fails to complete the
entire course of V or S training, he is paid an amount
proportional to the length of training completed. If times
of failure are assumed to be uniformly distributed over the
training period, the average time of failure is the midpoint
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of the training period, and the cost is half the cost of
training a soldier for the entire training period. Actual
data indicate the average percent coarse completion to be
approximately 0.17 instead of 0.50 before failure occurs.
Thus the cost incurred is 0.17 times the total ccst of the
course for each individual who fails.
iaath ematically, the budget constraint can be
expressed as:
83»X]C[Z!d »b •! +/£ d •0.17«(1-b ) «X ] < B (2.8)
i j k k k ijk k=2 k k ijk
where
k = 2, 3 correspond to V and S respectively;
B = the budget which is allocated for SQI training;
d = the duration cf the training period in months
k
for SQ± k; and
b = completion rate of training in SQI k.
k
The left hand side of inequality (2.8) represents the
training cost for soldiers who either completed training or
failed during the training period.
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3 . The 0£ti mi zaticn Ho del
The mathematical representation of the optimization
problem is:
mininize [ maximum ( (A - N -b(k)»X ) /A )] (2.9)
X.
.,
i/j,k ijk ijk ijk ijk
13k
subject to:
S Z X < L for k=1 / 2 / 3.
i j ijk - k
83«Z*Zj[Sd »b «X +21 d •0.17«(1-b ) «X ] < 3ijk k k ijk k= 2 k k iik -
X > 0.
ijk -
Here the first constraint represents the school capacity
restriction, the second is the budget restriction, and
the third is the nonregati vity restriction of the decision
variables.
C. MIXEE H0DE1
The forecasting and optimization models linked together
form the mixed model.
Icplementation cf the mixed model begins by creating
from historical data the transition matrices for each CMF
using promotions within the airborne community and attri-
tions cut of the airbcrne community. Furthermore, vectors
of authorized and qualified personnel must be extracted from
tables of authorizat icns and inventories for each CMF.
Cnce the above data have been obtained, the forecasting
model is used to predict legacies for the end of the fiscal
37

year. That is, inventories are forecast without new
recruits. Then shortages for the beginning and end of the
fiscal year under consideration are calculated. These
shortages are calculated by subtracting inventories from
authorizations. Finally the optimization model is used to
determine the recruitment vector (training entrants times
completion of training rate) , which is used to generate the
total inventory vector (sum of legacy and recruitment) for
the beginning of the next fiscal year.
The above process is repeated for each fiscal year for
which training requirements are desired.
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III. EXECUTION OF THE MODEL
In this chapter the data required to create the input
for the optimization and forecasting models, the methodology
used in calculating the required parameters, as well as, the
results cf the mixed model will be discussed.
A. DISCUSSION OF DATA
The following data are required for the use of the
Eodel:
(a) available training budget,
(b) school capacity for each SQI,
(c) rate of completion of training for each SQI,
(d) cost of training one soldier for each SQI.
Also required for each CMF are the following vectors:
(a) the names of the duty positions included in the
CHF, e.g. 1 1E 10P, 1 1320?, 11 33 OP, . .
.
, 1 1C40V.
(b) authorizations for the beginning of each fiscal
year for which training requirements are desired and
for the beginning of the next fiscal year,
(c) inventories at the beginning of the first fiscal
year for which training requirements are desired.
For each CMF these vectors must have the same length and the
elements must be in the same order as those of the vector of
names of duty positicEs in item (a) above. For consistency,
for each CMF the first elements in each vector correspond to
duty positions of SQI P followed by duty positions of SQI V.
There is no SQI S in any CMF except CMF 13.
Finally for each CMF a transition matrix must be
constructed with rows and columns also corresponding to the
vector of names of duty positions.
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1 • Evaluation of Required Parameters
a. Budget
As discussed in Chapter II there is a specific
budget that is allocated to the airborne community for
hazardous duty pay for every soldier undergoing SQI
training. In FY83, FY84, and FY85 the size of this training
budget was 721, 1042, and 1042 man-years respectively. An
enlisted airborne soldier currently receives $33 per month
in jump pay. At this rate of pay, one man-year represents
$996. There exists a separate budget called the operating
budget which is allocated to the airborne community for
hazardous duty pay cf soldiers serving in the airborne
community. This budget does not affect the optimization
model since there is no connection between this budget and
the training budget.
b. School Capacity
The school capacity for FY 1933 was:
SQI P: 20000 (50 classes, 400 soldiers per class)
SQI 7: 1000 (5 classes, 200 soldiers per class)
SQI S: 1200 (12 classes, 100 soldiers per class)
For the purpose of the model it is assumed that the same
school capacity is valid for FY's subsequent to FY83 as
well.
c. Completion Rate
The course completion rate for each SQI is
calculated by dividing the total number of graduates by the
number of soldiers who had originally entered training for
that SQI. These rates for FY83 were calculated by the Army
Training Requirements and Resource System (see [Ref. 14]. )
and found to be:
0.81 for parachutists (P) ,
0.64 for rangers (V) , and
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0.55 for specialists (S).
These rates were recomputed for SQI's P, V, and
S, using data received from the airborne community for FY82
and FY83 classes, and were found to be 0.79, 0.68, and 0.43,
respectively. These recomputed rates are used in the
remainder of this thesis.
d. Cost of Training
The training cost is the amount required to
train a soldier as P, V, or S. This amount depends on the
length of the training period since a trainee is paid
hazardous duty pay during training. This cost also depends
on the completion rate since only people who graduate
receive full payments as discussed in section B.2.r of
Chapter II. Therefore the cost was calculated as follows:
for parachutists : 83 • 0.7 9 • 9/13 = 345
for rangers : 33 • [ 0.68+0. -17« (1-0. 68) ] • 24/13 = $113
for specialists : 33 • [ 0. 4 3+0. 17* { 1-0. 43) ] • 36/13 = $12 1.
where 83 = monthly payment in dollars of a soldier
undergoing 3QI training
0.17 = percent course completion of soldisrs who fail
0.79 = completion rate for 3QI ? training
0.68 = completion rate for SQI V training
0.43 = completion rate for SQI 3 training
and
9/13 = duration of training in months for SQI P
24/13 = duraticE of training in months for SQI V and
36/13 = duration of training in months for SQI S.
Here one week = 12/52 = 3/13 months was used.
For budget allocation purposes one could include
in the cost of V and S training the cost of first training
the soldiers as parachutists. The validity of this depends
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on the fraction of V and S recruits who have already
attended P training. Since this fraction is unknown, this
cost is not included in the cost of V and S training for
this thesis.
2 . Creation of Be quir ed Vectors
To create the required vectors, authorizations for
FY84, FX85, and FY86, and inventories for the beginning of
FY84 were used. These data were received from HILPEECEN.
for CMF 18 which was newly created during 1983 it was
assumed that authorizations and inventories for each duty
position equaled the summation of corresponding numbers for
the duty positions from which each position was composed.
For example, according to the information paper received
from niLEEECEN [Eef. 13], soldiers from 11330S and 12330S
could transfer to duty position 18330S. Therefore, authori-
zations and inventories for duty position 18B30S were
obtained as the sum of authorizations and inventories
respectively for duty positions 11B30S and 12B30S. The
inventories so created for CMF 18 are probably higher than
the actual ones, since transfer to the new CMF was volun-
tary. Because of unavailability of actual data, the numbers
used were estimates.
The vectors of duty positions are needed for easy
interpretation of the final output. These vectors were
created using all the duty positions that appear in the
authorization or inventory tables and belong to the career
progression pattern of a CMF. The first positions of tnese
vectors always correspond to parachutists, the next to
rangers and the last to specialists. Furthermore, for
consistency, the duty positions were arranged within each
SQI in alphabetical order according to their MOS designation
and in increasing order of skill level (e.g. in CMF 11,
11C10E is before 11C20P and after 11B50P). The duty position
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00Z50 tc which soldiers with SL5 from all CMF's may be
promoted is not considered in this thesis, due to the
unavailability of data on promotions to this duty position.
Furthermore, such a model would become very complicated
since there would be a connection among all CMF's and the
transition matrices would no longer be independent of each
other. In that case it would be necessary to create one
enormous matrix for the airborne community. The simplifica-
tion of net considering the training requirements for the
SOS/SI combination 00Z50 actually does not significantly
affect the solution cf the training problem. This is true
since C0Z50 is the last grade in the hierarchy and there
always exist trained personnel of SL 5 in some CI1F to cover
vacancies without the need for training.
After the creation of the vector of duty positions
for each CMF, the corresponding vectors of authorizations
and inventories were extracted from the tables of authoriza-
tions and inventories. Inventories include soldiers that
are being trained currently, at the time of planning. For
illustration, the names of duty positions, authorizations
and inventories for CMF 11 are presented in Table 2 .
Appendix B contains all such Tables for all CMF's,
The inventories such as those shown in Table 2 were
obtained by adding the number of trained personnel that
serve in the 82nd airborne division, and the number of qual-
ified soldiers who serve in other units or exist in the
pool. These data were obtained from MILPERCEN. The soldiers
undergoing SQI training at the beginning of FY 1984 were not
available and were net included in the inventories.
3- Creation of Transition Matrices
Flow data (promotions, attritions, and other tran-
sitions among duty positions) for FY83 as well as invento-





Authorizations and 1Inventories for CMF 1
1
Duty Authorization Inventory






1 1B 1 OP 430 6 4285 4285 6222
11B20P 676 679 679 1444
11B30F 62 1 637 637 1065
11B40P 249 246 246 316
11B50? 137 137 137 348
11C10P 573 573 573 1163
11C20P 224 224 22 4 214
11C30? 1 4 15 15 120
11C40P 47 47 47 121
11H10P 523 361 36 1 646
11H20P 87 60 60 233
11H30P 92 64 64 147





11B10V 58 59 59 243
11B20V 142 141 141 315
11B30V 220 234 234 293
11B40V 83 84 84 207
11B50V 31 34 34 67
11C10V 17
11C20V 6 6 6 19
11C3 0V 6 6 6 15
11C40V 9
Defense Manpower Data Center (DMDC) in Monterey, CA. These
data are summarized in Tables 3 through 7 .
Table 3 shows the existing inventories by SQI and SL
at the beginning of FY 1983.
Table 4 shows the number of soldiers who were
promoted from one SL to the next higher one for each SQI in
FY 13 83.
Table 5 shows by SQI/SL the number of soldiers who
left the army during FY 1933.
Table 6 shows by SQI/SL the number of soldiers who




Inventories by SQI/SL for FY83
SL1: 14614 314 276
SL2: 5142 377 448
SL3: 3933 375 722
SL4: 2411 252 813
SL5: 984 138 80 1
TABLE 4









26 1 40 101
Table 7 shows by SI the number of soldiers who
changed their SQI qualification daring FY 1933 with or
without a promotion to the next higher SL. Changes from or
to S are not considered because such changes are not
possible after FY33.
Table 8 shows by SL inventories of P and V in FY83
from which transitions to V and P, respectively, can occur.
For example, MOS 11H is not encountered with SQI V, so duty
positions belonging to MOS 1 1H were not included in the
inventory under P in Table 8 . The inventories in Table 8
are needed in the computation of transition rates from ? to




Losses from the Army by SQI/SL in FY83
SL1: 3693 73 46
SL2: 817 81 43
SL3: 184 13 31
SL4: 131 14 45
SL5: 149 14 114
TABLE 6
Other Losses from the Airborne Comaunity by SQI/SL in
FY83
SL1: 777 12 4
SL2: 489 48 11
SL3: 434 39 16
SL4: 280 20 26
SL5: 95 12 23
Table 9 shows the promotion rates from one SL to the
next higher one. These rates are the quotients of the
numbers in Table 4 and the corresponding inventories shewn
in Table 3 .
It was assumed that promotion rates from one SL to
the next higher one were the same for all MOS's within each
SQL However promotion rates were calculated separately for
?, V, and S due to the fact that graduates of different
SQI training have different lengths of service in their





























Inventories of P and V in FY33 from which Transitions
to V an d P Can Occur
SL1: 944 6 314




Transitions among SQI's involving a change in MOS
with or without a change in CUE were negligible (29 soldiers
in total) and were not included in the forecasting model.
The only remaining possible transitions are from P to V and
visa-versa. Any transition from or to S since FY1984 would
imply a change in CMF and is no longer possible. Also
changes tetween P and V are possible only in some CMF's. The




Promotion Rates from one SI to the next by SQI/SL
Frcm To P V S
£11 SI2: .171 .146 .435
£12 SL3: .215 .273 .449
£13 SI4: .146 .144 .217
£14 S15: .108 .159 .124
SL5 00Z50: .072 .072 .072
Note:There was no available data on promotions
from SL5 tc 00Z50. Rates in the last row
were taken from Army-wide promotion rates
for FY3 3 15
in Table 8 . Inventories of V's are equal to the total
number of V*s since any V can change to a P.
The transition rates from P to V and from V to P
with or without promotion were calculated by dividing the
flows cf soldiers frcm one SQI to the other (from Table 7)
by the corresponding inventories of duty positions in which
these transitions originate (quantities in Table 8) . latle
10 shows these rates.
Attrition rates for each SQI/SL combination were
calculated as the quotient of the sum of the quantities in
Tables 5 and 6 over the quantities in Table 3 . These rates
are shown in Table 11.
Staying rates (that is, proportion of soldiers who
make no transition during the FY) for each SQI/SL combina-
tion were calculated by subtracting from 1.0 the sum of the
promotion rate, attrition rate, and other transition rates
to other duty positions. Table 12 shows the proportion of
people who stay in the same SL for each SQI, for duty posi-
tions where there are no transitions to a different SQI. For




Transition Sates from P to 7, and from V to ?
P to V V to P




























Attrition Rates by SQI/SL
SL1: .306 .271 . 181
SL2: .254 .342 .121
SL3: .157 . 152 .065
SL4: .170 .135 .087
SL5: .243 . 138 . 171
change tc SQI V, the staying rate in this duty position
(from Tatle 12) is . 6S7 .
Table 13 shows the staying rates in those duty posi-
tions for which transitions to different SQI f s are possible.
Tor example, since soldiers in duty position 11B20P can
change to SQI V, the staying rate in this duty position
(from Table 13) is .516 .
Tables 12 and 13 show the same staying rates for S.
This is due to the fact that no MOS occurs both in CMF 18




Staying Bates by SQI/SL when there are no Transitiors
among SQI'sTVS
SL1: .523 .583 .334
SL2: .531 .335 .430
SL3: .697 .704 .718
SL4: .722 .706 .739
SL5: .680 .740 .757
TABLE 13
Staying Rates by SQI/SL when there are Transitions
aaong SQI's
SL1: : .502 .570 .384
SL2: : .516 .366 .430
SL3:: .688 .667 .713
SL4. : .718 .632 .789
SL5: : .677 .726 .757
The transition matrix for each CHF was generated
using the afcove rates, for the duty positions belonging to
each CHF. Figure 3.1 shows the transition matrix for CMF
12. The element (1,1) shows that the fraction of soldiers
who stay in duty position 12E10P is 0.501. The element
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from this duty position to duty position 12B20P is 0.171.
Appendix C contains all the transition matrices for all
CMF»s. Cue to large size of CHF's 63, 71, and 91 instead of
the entire transition matrices only the nonzero elements are
shown (Figures C.16, C.19, and C.25).
B. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS OF THE MIXED MODEL
The model was iiplemented on the I3H 3033 machine at the
Naval Postgraduate School using the programming language
API. Execution of the model is started by typing the word
"AIRBORNE". The program interactively asks for values of
the parameters and for input of the required data. An
example of a teriinal session is shown in appendix D. The
function 1 "AIRBORNE" is a driver program which invokes the
forecasting and optimization subroutines (FORCAST, ARIS,
GROUP, SCHOOL) and prints the results by fiscal year and
CMF. The functions "ARIS" and "GROUP" implement the opti-
mization model. The program for the forecasting model
consists of the function "FORCAST". The function "SCHOOL"
produces the required school capacity and budget in order
to achieve a specific percentage coverage of authoriza-
tions. Ihe functions "DATA" and "VALUE" are also invoked by
the "AI3EORNE" program and help in the entry of required
data in the model. The function "MATRIX", invoked by the
user, constructs the required transition matrices. The func-
tion "CATAINPUT" also invoked by the user is a driver
program which invokes the functions "DAT1" and "DAT2" and
can be used for the creation of required vectors of data.
Finally, the function "DATAMAN" also invoked by the user car-
be used for manipulation (adding elements, deleting
elements, reassigning values to an element) of existing




vectors of data. All the above programs are listed in
Appendix E.
Appendix D contains a description of the model, as well
as the output from a run of the model. After user input, the
results by fiscal year follow. First, a summary of results
is printed showing the remaining budget and school capacity
as well as the maximum percentage shortage for each SQL
These values could help the user in deciding on a training
policy. For example, shortages of 0.1744 and -0.516 for
specialists (S) and parachutists (?) , respectively, mean
that there is at least one duty position in specialists for
which the remaining shortage after training will be 17.44S
of authorization, and that there is at least one duty posi-
tion in parachutists for which the surplus will be 51.6% of
authorization. All the other S and ? duty positions have
smaller percent shortages and larger percent surpluses
respectively. Therefore, the school capacity is insuffi-
cient fcr specialists and larger than needed for para-
chutists. After the summary, detailed results fcllcw by
CMP.
Fcr each CMF a tatle of results is produced whose number
of rows equals the number of duty positions in the CMF, and
the Dumber of columns equals seven. The first column
contains the names of the duty positions. The next two
columns contain the authorizations for the beginning and end
of the fiscal year under consideration. The fourth and fifth
columns indicate the net requirements (i.e. shortages) for
the beginning and end of the fiscal year needed to cover
authorizations up to 100%. The sixth column is the value of
the decision variable showing the number of soldiers who
should enter training. The seventh column is the recruitment
that is expected for each duty position using the training
policy of column six (i.e. column seven equals completion
rate times column six).
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At the beginning of the session the user is asked to
enter the number of fiscal years (1 or 2) for which results
are desired. Depending on this answer the user has the
following options:
(a) In case of entering 1:
(i) to run the program for succeding fiscal years
keeping authorizations constant;
(ii) to rerun the program for the same fiscal year
using different parameters, e.g. larger completion
rates,
(t) In case cf entering 2 he has only the option to
rerun the program for these 2 fiscal years using
different parameters, e.g. different budget or school
capacity.
Running the program for two fiscal years requires
authorizations for the beginning of the first and second
fiscal years as well as for the end of the second fiscal
year.
Examining the output (Appendix D) that refers to CKF 11
one observes a large allocation of 4269 positions from the
school capacity for P for the duty position 11B10P. This
drives its expected shortage from 27% to a surplus of
51.6?. For the duty position 11C20P 13 soldiers were first
sent for training to cover existing shortage in the begin-
ning of the fiscal year and then, after covering all
existing shortages, the model started covering predicted
shortages at the end of FY 34 to finally drive all the
predicted shortages to and furthermore to create surpluses
of at least 51.6% of authorizations for each duty position
with SQI P. The user can cause the model to ignore current
shortage and deal only with future shortage by equating
authorizations of the first year to inventories. In that
case the model will not find any existing shortage and will
start covering expected future shortages immediately.
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C. ASAIISIS OF REQUIRED PARAMETERS
1 . Eud jet
The available budget for training is a critical item
in the optimization model as it is one of the constraints
that prevents the model from recruiting an unlimited number
of personnel.
A small budget, which does not permit the school
capacity to be fully used, results in a decrease of training
allocations to the SQI in which the corresponding duty
positions have lower percent shortages. For example, if the
maximum percent shortage in P's is 0.50 and in V s is 0.20,
and to bring the shortage in P's to the level of V*s
requires the use of the whole budget that implies that no
one wculd be sent for V training.
2. School Capacity
The school capacity is the only factor that causes
the model to lead to unequal maximum percent shortages for
P, V, and S. This can happen in a case where school
capacity for one SQI has been exhausted while there still
exists available budget for training. This occurs when the
school capacities for the three SQI's are not proportional
to the existing or expected shortages in the respective duty
positions and can lead to the creation of structured
shortage which is an undesirable situation.
3 • ' C cs t of Trair.inq
The cost of training one soldier in any SQI is
related to the length of training period and inversely
related to the completion rates. Increase in training costs
results in decrease of the decision variable vector (i.e.
the bigger the cost of training the less the number of
people who can be trained under a fixed budget) . Increase
55

in training costs can also affect the allocation among SQI's
through the budget constraint as discussed previously.
^ • Course C oa£letion R at
e
A decrease in the cource completion rate for seme
SQI results in bigger allocations to that SQI training.
A change in the completion rate can also affect the
decision variable through the constraints. For example, as
the completion rate in V decreases, the training becomes
more expensive and bigger allocations to V training are
required to get a specific number of V graduates.
D. CHANGE CF POLICY ANALYSIS
A change of pclicy implies changes in one of the
following parameters:
(1) Promotion rate;
(2) attrition rate; or
(3) transition rates among SQI f s.
Therefore, a change of policy implies changes in the tran-
sition matrices and as a result changes in the predicted
inventories.
Change in the promotion rate can apply to a specific SQI
and/or SL. For example, the promotion rate for parachutists
with skill level 2 may be changed to insure that parachu-
tists with SL 2 are promoted at a rate 0.30 instead of the
previous 0.215. Assuming that attrition rates and tran-
sition rates among SQI's remain the same the staying rate
for SCI P and SL 2 personnel is changed from 0.516 to 0.431
for the case when transitions from P to V are possible and
changed to 0.446 when transitions from P to V cannot occur.
Changes to the attrition rate or other transition rates
would create similar changes in the staying rates.
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To allow such charges in the forecasting model the tran-
sition matrices have to be changed. This is effected by
creating new transition matrices after making the correction
in transition rates inside the function "MATRIX" which
requires knowledge of the A PL programming language.
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IV. SOMMAEI AND FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS
A. SUMMARY
This thesis formulates a aodel which forecasts future
force levels and determines the number of soldiers to be
sent for training within the airborne community. The goal of
the optimization model is the minimization of the maximum
percentage shortage cf personnel relative to authorization.
The formulated model consists of two submodels. The first
submodel is a forecasting model in which future inventories
are estimated using Markov chain theory while the second
submodel is an optimization model which employs the strategy
of marginal analysis. The model formulated and discussed in
this thesis can successfully handle trends in shifting
manpower demands. Also, this model is a planning aid for
manpower decision-makers in answering "what if" questions
relative to changes in budget, school capacity, cost of
training, and training school completion rates, attrition
and promotion rates.
In summary, the user's work consists of the following
three steps:
(i) Creation of required vectors of names of duty
positions, authorizations, and inventories. This can
be done by typing the word "DATAINPUT", which is an
interactive program that facilitates the creation of
these vectors.
(ii) Construction of transition matrices. For CMF 11
the user should type "M11«— MATRIX P011", where P0 1 1 is
the vector of names of duty positions and M11 is the




(iii) Run the forecasting and optimization models by
tyring the word "AIRBCRNF".
(iv) Changes in the data may be made if necessary
using the function "DATAMN". For* example, to change
the vector of names of duty positions for CMF 12 the
user should type "PQ1 2<— DATAHAH".
B. FDTUBE CONS IEEE ATIONS
Large data requirements can be considered as a disadvan-
tage in the use of the model. Derivation of the required
data in proper format using a computer program to extract
vectors cf authorizations, inventories, and names of duty
positions from existing computer files of authorizations and
inventories would result in a big reduction of the user's
vork
.
Potential areas which remain to be investigated are:
(i) computerized data derivation: that is, creation of
a computer program to extract vectors of names,
authorizations and inventories from existing files of
authorizations and inventories for each CMF,
(ii) validation of the model: empirical data of a
fiscal year (other than FY83 on which the construction
of the model is based) should be used to determine its
effectiveness in personnel prediction and optimiza-
tion.
(iii) data verification: The fraction of V and S
recruits who currently hold the P Cjualification should
be determined so that the proper changes can be made
in the training cost computation. This fraction also
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AUTHORIZATIONS AND INVENTORIES BY DUTY POSITION
TABLE 14
Authorizations and Inventories for CHF 1 1
DUTY AUTHORIZATIONS INVENTORY
POSITION FJ84 FY85 F786 F784
11B10P 4306 4285 4285 6222
11B2QP 676 . 679 679 1444
11530P 621 637 637 1065
11540P 249 246 246 816
11550P 137 137 137 448
11C10P 573 5^3 573 1163
11C20P 224 224 224 214
11C30P 14 15 15 120
11C40P 47 47 47 121
11H10P 523 361 361 645
11H20P 87 60 60 233
11H30P 92 64 64 147





115107 58 59 59 248
115207 142 141 141 315
115307 220 234 234 293
11540/ 83 84 84 207
115501/ 31 34 34 67
XXC10V 17
11C2QV 6 6 6 19





Authorizations and Inventories for C3F 12
DUTY AUTHORIZATIONS INVENTORY
POSITION FJ84 FYBS py86 FY84
-.- - .. X ««•
12S10P 365 366 366 424
1232QP 107 lOT 107 159
12330P 61 61 51 121




















Authorizations and Inventories for CMF 13
DUTY AUTHORIZATIONS INVENTORY
POSITION FT8M FYSS F*86 PY9*
13S10P 526 529 55 672
13S20P 73 73 7 169
13S30P 62 63 9 126
13S40P 24 24 3 85
13C10P 4 3 6 3
13C20P 1 6 4 2
13C30P 3
13C40P 9 8 5 29
13£10P 66 56 5 92
13£20P 16 23 2 39
13P30P 19 16 4 20
13£40P 3
13F10P 207 213 47 250
13F20P 115 121 24 122
13F30P 41 44 11 75
13F40P 15 17 2 47
13A10P 29 29 29 9
13/?20P 7 7 7 3
13/?30P 6 2 2 7
13V50P 8 7 2 • 4
13*50? 20 7 3 43












17S10P 2 3 3 5
17S20P 1 1 1 1
17S30P 1 1 1 4
17B40P 1 1 1 6
17C10P 30 35 35 36
17C20P 18 18 18 18
17C30P 8 8 8 7
17C40P 6 6 6 2
82C10P 33 34 19 54
82C20P 14 17 11 13
82C30P 6 6 3 25
82C40P 5 5 2 17
93P10P 11 11 5 6
93P20P 4 4 2 7
93P30P 2 2 1 5
93F40P 2 2 1 4
13F10/ 4
13F201' 18 18 18 22
13F307 8 8 8 8




Authorizations and Inventories for CMF 16
DUTY AUTHORIZATIONS INVENTORY













1SH1QP 9 9 9 5
16H20P 3 3 3 8
16H30P 4 4 4 4
16//40P I* 4 4 14
1SJ10P 8 8 8 15
1SJ2QP 8 8 8 5




loRlOP 144 208 208 17?
1SR20P 48 72 72 41
1SR30P 53 79 79 56
15/?40P 13 19 19 38
16S10P 72 213 213 162
15520P 71 50 50 32
16J30P 15 26 26 24
16540P 7 7 7




Authorizations and Inventories for CMF 18
DUTY AUTHORIZATIONS INVENTORY
POSITION 5784 5735 5786 5784
1BB10S 6 5 5 132
135205 7 9 9 140
135305 102 103 103 411
185405 398 513 525 451
185105 18
185205 135 12 53
185305 29 29 29 141
185405 152 209 215 120
135105 5 8 8 56
135205 6 7 7 87
135305 180 237 243 146
135405 150 213 224 110
135105 77 109 118 96
135205 215 272 279 138
135305 47 48 43 108
135405 213 282 287 133




Authorizations and Inventories for CMF 19
DUTY AUTHORIZATIONS INVENTORY
POSITION PJ84 FYBS P786 FYS*
19210P 20 31 31 54
1902OP 3 6 6 52
1SD30P 6 9 9 43
19240P 11 12 12 33
12E1QP 130 135 135 184
19£20P 51 51 51 51
19£3 0P 37 37 37 73
19£40P 1 1 1 44
19K30P 7
19K40P 6





Authorizaticns and Inventories for CMF 2:
DUTY AUTHORIZATIONS INVENTORY
POSITION P78U P/85 FY86 P784


























2 6// 2 OP 2




Authorizations and Inventories for CMF 27
DUTY AUTHORIZATIONS INVENTORY
POSITION FY8H PJ85 PY86 FYS*
24.V10P 8 12 12 10
24/420P 6 8 8 4
2HM3 0P 6 7 7 7
2 */*** OP 5 6 6 8
2731QP 4 4 4
27520P 2 2 2 7
2733QP 1
27d^0P 2 2 2 6
27Z1QP 28 25 21 21
2752QP 12 10 9 13
27S30P 1 1 1 11
27f»10P 11 17 15 6
27P20P 4 6 6 9
2 7P3 0P 4 4 4 3
27J20P 2
27G30P 1
27£40P 2 1 1 4
21HI OP 4 4 4 1
27H 2 OP 4 4 4 1
27#30P 1 1 1
2 7.V10P 6 6
27N 2 OP 2 2









FYim- FYQS FY86 FY3H
26210P 1
2SD3QP 1
3SK10P 13 15 15 3
35K20P 8 8 8 17
3SL10P 9 7 7 2
3SL2QP • 3 3 3 10
35M10P 5 5 • 5 3
3 5M2QP 2 2 2 4
35P30P 5 5 5 13
35P40P 1 1 1 5
3SR10P 3 3 3




Authorizations and Inventories for CMF 29
DUTY AUTHORIZATIONS INVENTORY
POSITION FYHH ?r85 pr86 P784
26S10P 2 3 3 52SB20P 1 1
26C10P 2 2 2 3
2SC20P 1 1 1
2SC30P 6
2SL10P 3 3 3 6
2SL20P 1 1 13
26£30P 2








26r30P 1 1 1 4
26ruOP 5
31510P 19 26 27 23
31P20P 41 45 44 35
31£30P 11 11 11 18
31T50P 1
31V10P 18 23 27 30
31J2QP 21 22 23 2
1
31e/30P 3 3 3 8
31S10P 6 6 8 15
31S20P 11 13 13 14
31530P 5 6 6 9
31540P 3
31T10P 5 5 4 5





32Z/10P 11 18 18 4
3 2.V2 0P 10 13 13 10
3 2.Y3 0P 14 18 17 7
32240P 18 21 20 34
32Z50P 1 1 1 14
35P10P 9 15 15 7
35520P 4 4 4 7
3 553 OP 3
3SH20P 4 4 4 11
3 Stf 3 OP 15
35//U0P 1
36#10P 5 6 9 3
3 6.V2 0P 8 8 8 6
3 60 3OP 3
36//40P 6
36ilOP 1




Authorizaticns and Invento ries for CMF 31
DUTY AUTHORIZATIONS INVENTORY
POSITION P/84 prss P/86 Pr84
05B10P 2«»3 239 231 321
05S20P 49 50 44 108
05C10P 250 268 262 283
O5C20P 133 139 127 130
05C30P 30 35 35 59
2SQX0P 11 11 10 13
2SQ20P 6 6 6 13
26C30P 1 1 1 13
26«40P 2
2&R2QP 1
31//10P 68 68 95 16"*
31M2 0P 30 30 45 56
31-V3 0P 4 4 29 41
31.V10P 4 4 7 11
31jV20P 3 9
31/V30P 3 2 1 6
31/10P 111 121 99 105
31/20P 13 17 12 - 76
31/30P
31/40P
92 91 77 183
20 21 21 32
31/50P 8 8 4 20
31Z40P 39 41 42 119




36C10P 66 7 2 63 85
36C20P 16 17 13 38
36C30P 3 4 7 33
36C40P 4
36K10P 437 437 363 416
36K20P 55 57 42 104
36/V10P 38 38 25 9
36M20P 18 18 11 11
36/V30P 1 1 1 3
72E10P 167 187 191 121
72E2QP 84 95 81 73
72£30P 17 22 33 33









31/30/ 6 6 6 16





Authorizat icns and Inventories for CMF 33
DUTY AUTHORIZATIONS INVENTORY
POSITION FY8H 5*78 5 FY8S FYBH
33S10P 5 7 7 8
33S2QP 6 8 8 11






Authorizations and Inventories for CMF 51
DUTY AUTHORIZATIONS INVENTORY




51510P 3 3 3 m
51S20P 2 2 2 9
51C10P n n n n
S1C20P 111 5
51S10P 4
51S20P 2 2 2 3
51//30P 3 4 4 19
S1H**0P 3 3 3 10





51/?10P 3 3 3 15







62510P 116 117 117 ge
62£20P 60 60 60 67
62P10P 21 10 10 23
62P20P 8 6 6 15
62G10P 1
62//10P 4 4i+ 1
S2H2QP 2 2 2 3
6 2//3 0P 2
S2J10P 19 19 19 36
62J20P 5 5 5 6
62//30P 9 9 9 15
62//40P 10 10 10 17
81310P 8 7 7 8
81520P 111 7
82S10P 444 4




Authorizations and Inventories for CMF 54
DUTY AUTHC)RIZA1'IONS INVENTO





54£20P 129 120 112 95
54S30P 45 41 38 129
54S40P 23 17 17 45
54Z50P 4 4 4 10
54520/ 6 6 6









Authorizat icns and Inventories for CHF 55
DUTY AUTHORIZATIONS INVENTORY
POSITION F784 F/85 FY86 pyau
35F10P l
35F20P l
55A10P 56 69 69 81
55520P 4 6 6 8
55530P 4 6 6 9










55P10P 8 5 5 14
55P20P 18 19 19 5
S5P30P 2





... , _. ... — ,
TABLE 29
Authorizations and Inventories for CMF 63
otrrz
-»t/T)?flffjzurifl»j IITSHTtRT

























»S*10P § * 21
»S*20P 3 3
»snop 3 9
»sz»op 3 1 12
52C10P 22 21 2* »7
S2C2 0i» 8 S 13
52C30P 2 2
S201OP 39 31 3S 55
S202OP 1» IS IS 10
5203OP 1 1 12
saiio* 7» 78 78 70
S2320P 23 2» 2* 30
S2530F 2 2 10
S2fl»0P S 5 21
S3310P 537 501 »59 »«1
53320? 1«S 20» 1(5 233
S3330P 75 72 49 115
S3S»0P 23 10 2» 87
S3350P 10 7 15
>101OF a 9 9 2
S3020P 9 9 1
1303OF 9 9 •
*30«OP 9 2
S3050P 9 9 2
53*10P 9 9 1
S3f*0P 9 3 1
S3G10P ( S 13
S3G20P 1 1 »
63S10P 3 3 39
S3320P 1 1 1
S3330P 10 11 11 32
83«»op 10 10 23
S3J10P 12 10 19 IS
S3./20P 1 1 »
S3*10P 21 IS IS 2»
S3J20P s 8 1
83330P s 6 9
83#»0P 3 3 12
satsoe 9 1
S3S10P s S 7
S3S20P 2 7 7 IS
»3riop 9 9 7
83T20P 9 9 9 <
S3T30P 9 9 S
83f>0P 9 9 -0 s
ssrsop 9 9 9 1
S3W10P 72 31 IS 29
uvaop 20 12 11 21
83710P 1 1 1 23
S3r20P 1 1 1 S







Authorizat ions and Inventories for CMF 64
DUTY AUTHORIZATIONS INVENTORY









64C10P 301 346 344 304
54C2QP 7 9 9 122
64C30P 25 26 25 52
64C40P 4 3 3 15
64Z50P 3 2 2 10
7l,VlOP 3 5 5 5
7 l.V2 0P 1 1 1 6
7 1/V3 0P 3 1 1 11
71/VUOP 1 3 3 5
7 IP 1 OP 21 27 27 14
71P2 0P 1 1 1 7
71P30P 3 2 2 9
7 1P40P 6 6 6 6
7 1P50P 2 3 3 7
93T30P 2
9 3//10P 5 5























S7G10P 2 3 3 3





67Ariop 15 27 2 7 57
6 7A' 2 OP 6 13 13 66
67AT30P 1 2 2 39
67710P 37 25 26 35
67T20P 16 9 9 25





67/10P 38 34 34 25
67P20P 23 22 22 26
67f30P 2 3 3 25
67^U0P 2 2 2 1
67/10P 55 53 53 47
67y20P 37 35 35 41
67/30P 1 1 1 24
67/40P 16
67Z40P 25 26 26 1
67ZS0P 4 28
68S10P 23 22 22 11
68520P 6 6 6 6
68S30P 1 2 2 2
6801OP 18 18 18 12
68ZJ20P 2 2 2 8
6803OP 2 2 2 4
68F10P 13 10 10 3
68P20P 3 3 3 8
68P 30P 2 2 2 2
68C10P 27 26 26 26
68G20P 1+ 17
68C30P 2 2 2 6
68//10P 10 9 9 7
68tf20P 1 1 1 4
68//30P 1 1 1 1
63J10P 35 27 27 12
68./20P 9 3 8 13
68./30P 7 6 6 6
68./40P 2
68K40P 9 9 9 18
68M10P 18 23 23 17
68tf20P 5 6 6 11












00U20P 1 3 1
0OU30P 7 7 6 10
OOW40P 8 10 10 11
oousop 2 2 2 6
03C10P 1 1 1
03C20P 2
O3C30P 1 1 1 8
03C40P 1 1 1
71C10P 7 8 8 3
71C20P 16 16 16 5
71C30P 5 5 5 9
7101OP i* 8 a 14
71D20P 27 "»1 39 23
71D30P 2 4 4 22
71P40P S 7 7 16
71OS0P 2 2 2 2
7 152 OP 2 2 2 1
71E3QP 1 1 1
71£40P 1 1 1 6
7H10P 295 401 392 280
71L20P 6 "4 84 83 167 1
7H30P 21 21 21 94
71I40P 18 23 23 61 '
7US0P 12 9 9 39
71/V10P 26 28 26 28
7 1*2 OP 6 6 5 17
7XH30P 5 6 6 8
71HH0P 1 1 1 2
71HSQP 1 1 1 3
73O.0P 23 23 35
73C20P 23 24 4 30
73C30P 11 11 24
73C40P 3 3 10
73D10P 1 2 5
73D20P 3 2 2 4
73D3QP 3
7304OP 1 1 1 1
73ZS0P 3 3 14
75B10P 93 99 90 68
7SA20P 63 70 65 101
7S630P 24 23 20 52
7SC10P 21 23 23 17
75C20P 10 7 7 30
75C30P 1 4 4 10
7S01OP 50 58 58 65
7SD2QP 18 22 22 45
7503OP 9 25
75£10P 26 29 29 22
75£20P 9 11 11 17
7S£30P 2 2 2 7
75P10P 7 7 7 7
7SF20P 6 6 6 11
"'Sf SOP 1 1 9
75Z30P 1
75Z40P 51 57 53 77
7SZ50P 6 7 7 15
71110^ 1 1 1
75320/ 3 8 8 6
75S30P 5







Author! za ticns ana Inventories for CM? 7 4
DUTY AUTHORIZATIONS INVENTORY
POSITION FY8H F785 py86 P784






3 45 3 OP 1
34F10P 1
3^P20P 10
3 4P 3 OP 2
3Ur 40P 1




21X3QP 1 1 1 2
34*40P 1 1 1 1
34J10P 1 5 5 1
3hT20P 1 5 5
34.T30P 1
3^250P 1 1 X
74/710P 12 5 5 16
74Z?20P 3 2 2 25
74£30P 3 2 2 16
74£40P 5 4 4 11
TKF10P 1 1 10
74P20P 3 3 3 11
74P30P 4 3 3 17
74P40P 10





Authorizations and Inventories for CMF 76
DUTY ' AUTHORIZATIONS INVENTORY
POSITION F784 P735 P/86 P784
43E10P 647 707 702 396
43£20P 236 228 226 242
43S30P 142 142 142 168
43£40P 82 82 82 80
43£S0P 16 15 15 41





57F1QP 2 2 3




76C10P 143 195 181 182
76J20P 13 18 20 60
76c/10P 10 12 12 13
75J2QP 2 1 1 2
76J30P 1 1 9
75./40P 2 2 2 2
76./50P 2
76P10P 125 59 59 102
75P20P 27 11 11 50
76P30P 20 18 18 34
75P40P 9 2 2 25
76/10P 16 102 97 78
76/20P 7 18 18 30
76/30P 2 11 11 14
76/40P 2 6 6 11
76*10P 19 21 21 6
75*20P 4 4 4 6
76A"30P 5
7SXHQP 2 1 1 2
75710P 386 375 347 349
76720P 41 56 52 125
76730P 177 132 167 222
76740P 61 56 53 105
76Z50P 40 31 30 62
76710/ 0* 2
76/20/ 1 1 1
76/30/ 8 8 3 11





Authorizations and Inventories for CMF 79
DUTY AUTHORIZATIONS INVENTORY




0QR3QP 13 25 23 35
OOtfUOP 5 3 4 124
00tf50P 7 3 2 55
7903OP 1 1 1 5
79Z5U0P 1 1 1 5





Author!zat ions and Inventories for CMF 81
DUTY AUTHORIZATIONS INVENTORY










8 3F10P 5 19 19 2
33P20P 13 3 2




- - " -
TABLE 37
Authorizaticns and Inventories for CMF 84
DUTY AUTHORIZATIONS INVENTORY
POSITION FYS* P/85 F/86 F784
26T20P
wm m m •
3
257/30P 1
7 1«10P 8 18 18 4
71520P 3 4 3 8
71530P 1 1 1 5
71340P 2 2 2 4
71P10P 1 6 6
71R2QP •o 2 2 1
71HZ0P 1 1
71A40P 1 1
Q1E10P 10 31 30 7
61E20P 1 7 7 8
81530P 3 3 4
3U310P 13 20 19 12
34320P 1 1 1 16




84P20P 2 2 5
8UP30P 3
34T40P 1





Authorizations and Inventories for CMF 9 1
DUTl AUTHa/UZATllHS invsi/Tour
pesiTien rrt* PT«5 PTB6 r ri»
01*30? ijsciop i 1 1 s
3S£20P n
JSV20P 2 1 1 i







»2£ 20P 1 1 1 6
12J30P 3
»2£»0P 1 1
•>icio/> 16 17 17 12
71J20P 10
7 1C3 0P «
71GH0P 2
9181 OP 319 J71 350 SSI
91S20P 1I<1 1C3 159 251
91830P 32 33 29 170
918U0P 29 29 29 10S
918S0P 9 S 5 17
91C10P 9 19 19 2
91C20P It H 10
91C30P 27 27 23 59
91C»0P 1 1* it 50
91CS0P 9
9101 OP 1 C 16
91020P 5 5 5 19
91C30P e 5 5 9
910" OP it
910SOP c 1
91S10P 7 9 t 10






91J10P 2 2 2 I.






















91S10P 3 3 3 6
91520P 2 3 3 2
91S30P I » h H








9;?ioP 2 2 2
9I310P 3 « it 1 3
9282CP 2 1 1 13
92830P 2 2 2 6
918101' u
918201' 20 20 20 3
918301' 7









FJT8 4 FI85 FY86 Py84
51iV10P 13 13 18 7
S1//2 0P 10 10 10 14
5UV3 0P 2 2 2 6
SISHOP 1 1 3
^o^lOP 110 98 97 114
7 6*' 2 OP 29
'
34 34 30
7b^30P 4 4 4 20
76w'40P 6 5 5 9
76^50P 4






Authorizations and Inventories for CMF 94
DUTY AUTHORIZATIONS INVENTORY
POSITION PY84 P785 pjra6 P784
• » ^«* .... m m — m ....
94310P 427 450 414 338
94320P 113 115 101 98
94330P 105 105 92 125
94340P 35 100 95 119






94320/ 2 2 2
94330/ 2 2 2





















































Authorizat icns and Inventories for CMF 9 6
DUTY AUTHORIZATIONS INVENTORY
POSITION pyau P785 FY86 PJ84
m mm m »• • «| m m ~ m
17IC10P 28 32 32 62
17K20P 29 33 33 15
17K30P 11 12 12 16
17K40P 3 3 3 13
17K50P 1 1 1 3
17#20P 1
17/Y3 0P 3
96310P 28 79 79 24
96S20P 34 74 69 37
96330P 24 53 52 45
96S40P 14 55 55 32
96350P 12 24 24 18
96C10P 2 15 15 4
96C20P 2 54 54 3
9 6C3 0P 3 32 32 11
96C40P 1 15 15 11
96C50P 1
9GZP10P 3
95£20P 3 4 4 7
9623QP 8
96Z?U0P 2 2 2 9





96Z50P 4 6 6 11
97310P 11
97320P 1 1 1 10
97330P 4 4 4 27
973H0P 7 8 8 14
97350P 4 5 5 4
97^710P- 19 22 22
97^20P 16 20 20
97C30P 5 6 6 2
97£i+0P 3 10 10 2
96320/ 1






Authorizat ions and Inventories for CMP 97
DUTY AUTHORIZATIONS INVENTORY
POSITION FY8* FY85 FYSS FJ84
02B1QP « 3 3
02B2QP 1 1 1 202B3QP 1 1 1 302C2QP 1 1Q2C3QP 1 1 1 3Q2D1QP 1 1 1
02D20P 1 1 1
02D30P 1 1 1 2Q2E10P 2 1 1
02E2QP 1 1 1
Q2E3QP 1 1 1 • 2
02F1QP 1
G2F2QP I 1 1
02F3QP 1 1 1 1
02G10P 1
02G2QP 1
02G3QP 1 1 1 1
Q2H3 0P 1
Q2J1QP 4 2 2 1+
02J20P 1 1 1 1
02J3QP 1 1 1 1
02K20P 1
02L10P 2 1 1
Q2L2QP 1 1 1
Q2L30P 1 1 1 2
02M2 0P 1 2
02M3 0P 1 1 1
02N2QP 1 1 1
Q2PH0P 1 1 1 4
Q2QHQP 1 i 1 1










Authorizations and Inventories for CMF 98
DUTY AUTHORIZATIONS INVENTORY
POSITION FYS* FY8S F786 PY84
QQD1QP 3 3
OO04OP 1 1 1
0SD10P 3 4 4 4
0SD20P 3 4 4 6
05Z730P 1 2 2 3
05£lOP 9 10 10 21
05620P 6 8 8 10
05G30P 2 2 2 8
05S40P 1 1 1
Q5H10P 12
5/7 2 OP 10 12 12 13
05//30P 1 1 1 17





93C10P 19 22 22 16
98C20P 16 20 20 23
98£30P 5 5 6 15
98£40P 8 10 10 9
98J10P 21 25 25 26
98G20P 18 22 22 37
98G30P 5 6 5 34
98G40P 3 4 4 9
98J10P 12 13 13 15
98J20P 5 5 6 5
98J30P 6 7 7 5
98«/40P 5 8 8 4
98Z50P 3 3 3 9
121
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THIS WORKSPACE CONTAINS THE NECESSARY PROGRAMS FOR PREDICTION OF
TRAINING REQUIREMENTS IN THE AIRBORNE COMMUNITY, IT WAS WRITTEN BY
CAPTAIN D, T, KOUTIAHOUDIS IN PARTIAL FULFILLMENT OF THE DEGREE
OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN OPERATIONS RESEARCH.
THE MODEL REQUIRES THE DATA TO BE STORED UNDER THE NAMESJ
'PO,, ' FOR NAMES OF DUTY POSITIONS IN CMF
,, }
'INV,,' FOR INVENTORIES OF CMF
, , ;
'M,,' FOR THE TRANSITION MATRIX FOR CMF
,, J
,ft »»i" F0R FIRST YEAR(CURRENT) AUTHORIZATIONS OF CMF , , ;
•A,, 2' FOR SECOND YEAR AUTHORIZATIONS OF CMF t§ ;
'A, ,3' FOR THIRD YEAR AUTHORIZATIONS OF CMF
, , ;
WHERE ',,' IS THE NUMBER OF THE CMF,
TO SEE ANY OF THE ABOVE THE USER MAY TYPE ITS NAME; FOR EXAMPLE,
TO SEE CURRENT YEAR AUTHORIZATIONS OF CMF \2 TYPE 'A],21'.
TO DERIVE RESULTS FOR A YEAR ONE SHOULD FOLLOW THE STEPS;
(l)CREATE" VECTORS OF DATA USING THE FUNCTION 'DATAINPUT';
JUST TYPE ' DATAINPUT TO CREATE VECTORS FOR ALL CMF WANTED;
OR UPDATE(ADD A NEW ELEMENT, DELETE AN EXISTING ELEMENT,
CHANGE THE VALUE OF AH ELEMENT) AN EXISTING VECTOR OF DATA
USING THE FUNCTION < DATAMAN
'
; FOR EXAMPLE, TO UPDATE THE
VECTOR OF DUTY POSITIONS FOR CMF \2 TYPE ' P012<- r,flTflMftH ' 1
(2)CREATE TRANSITION MATRICES USING THE FUNCTION 'MATRIX 1
;
FOR EXAMPLE, FOR CMF J2 ENTER ' M12«- Mfl TK * X F012'f
(3)RUN THE MODEL BY TYPING THE WORD 'AIRBORNE 1
,
NOTEJ (I) AUTHORIZATIONS ARE INITIALLY ENTERED FOR YEARS \, 2t 3»
AT THE END OF YEAR 1, THE CURRENT YEAR IS YEAR 2, WHEN ASKED
(WHILE WORKIHG IN THE FUNCTION 'DATAINPUT') FOR CURRENT
AUTHORIZATIONS, YOU MAY TYPE A,, 2, LIKEWISE, AUTHORIZATION
FOR THE NEXT YEAR CAN BE UPDATED BY TYPING A,, 3,
(II) ALL DATA ARE STORED IN COLUMN VECTORS, IF YOU WANT TO
SEE THEM IN A ROW, TYPE A COMMA BEFORE THE NAME; E,G, FOR
INVENTORIES OF CMF 31 TYPE » j IMV31'»
(III) ADDITIONS OR DELETIONS MUST BE MADE IN ALL VECTORS OF
A CMF 50 THAT THEIR LENGTHS ARE IDENTICAL,
(IV) IF YOU CREATE A NEW VECTOR OF DUTY POSITIONS, CHECK IT
TO BE SURE THAT DUTY POSITIONS ARE ARRANGED IN ALPHANUMERIC
ORDER OF MOS, INCREASING ORDER OF SL AND P, V,S ORDER OF SQI
,
(V) AFTER CREATION OF DATA OR ANY CHANGE BE SURE TO




2. Sample Tercinal Session of the API Function "DATA INPOT",
DATAINPUT
THIS FUNCTION IS USED TO CREATE VECTORS OF DUTY POSITIONS,
AUTHORIZATIONS, AND INVENTORIES,
ENTER THE FT (2 DIGITS) FOR WHICH INVENTORIES ARE AVAILABLE;
d:
.84
ENTER CMF NUMBER FOR WHICH YOU WANT TO ENTER DATA; ONE OF
THE following;
11 12 13 16 IB 19 23 27 28 29 31 33 51 54 55 63 64 67 71 74 76 79 81




ENTER 'PO' TO ENTER DUTY POSITIONS
'AJ' TO ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS OF BEGINNING FYg4
'A2' TO ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS OF BEGINNING FYQ5
•A3' TO ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS OF BEGINNING FYg^
'IN' TO ENTER INVENTORIES OF BEGINNING FY94
t
,PO
THE SEQUENCE OF NAMES OF DUTY POSITIONS SEPARATED BY A BLANK SPACE
MUST BE ENTERED IN QUOTES, FOR EXAMPLE ,' 1 1 BJ ()R ll*20 p ... 11C40 V 'J
IF NAMES DO NOT FIT IN ONE LINE TO CONTINUE IN NEXT LINE TYPE(AFTER
THE LAST NAME) A SPACE FOLLOWED BY ",Q BEFORE PRESSING ENTER,
EHTER NAMES OF DUTY POSITIONS (INSIDE QUOTES) FOR CMF 28
d: ...
,'28 F 10 p 28^20? 28^30? 28^40? 28*20? 28M0*'
DO TOU WANT TO ENTER MORE DATA? ENTER Y OR N
ENTER CMF HUMBER FOR WHICH YOU WANT TO ENTER DATA; ONE OF
THE following;
11 12 13 16 18 19 23 27 28 29 31 33 51 54 55 63 64 67 71 74 76 79 81
84 91 92 94 95 96 97 98
:
.28
ENTER 'PC TO ENTER DUTY POSITIONS
'•J' TO ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS OF BEGINHING FY84
•A2 1 TO ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS OF BEGINNING FY85
'A3' TO ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS OF BEGINNING FYg^,
•IN 1 TO ENTER INVENTORIES OF BEGINNING FYQ4
,IH
THE SEQUENCE OF DATA NUMBERS MUST BE SEPARATED BY A BLANK SPACE
OR COMMA, IF DATA DO NOT FIT IN ONE LINE TO CONTINUE IN NEXT LINE
TYPE , BEFORE PRESSING ENTER,
ENTER INVENTORIES FOR FY84 AND CMF 28
0!
.43 267 12 67 76 198
DO YOU WANT TO ENTER MORE DATA? ENTER Y OR N
154

3. Sample Terminal Session of the APL Function "DATAMAN".
*p°28
28 F 10 P 28 F20 P 28F30P 28^40* 28^20^ 28M0P
•
P028«-DATAMAH
THIS FUNCTIOH DOES THE FOLLOWING;
ADDITION OF AH ELEMENT, DELETION OF AN ELEMENT, AND REPLACEMENT OF
THE VALUE OF AN ELEMENT IN AN EXISTING VECTOR OF DATA,
ENTER THE HAME OF VECTOR YOU WANT TO CHANGE
n:
P°28
ENTER A, D, OR R TO ADD A HEW ELEMENT, DELETE AN EXISTING
ELEMENT, OR REPLACE THE VALUE OF AN ELEMENT RESPECTIVELY;
ENTER LINE NUMBER AFTER WHICH YOU WANT TO ADD A LINE
d:
.5
ENTER THE NAME OF THE NEW DUTY POSITION(IN QUOTES)
d:
.'28K30P'
MORE CHANGES? ENTER Y OR N
ENTER A, D, OR R TO ADD A NEW ELEMENT, DELETE AN EXISTING
ELEMENT, OR REPLACE THE VALUE OF AN ELEMENT RESPECTIVELY J
,D
ENTER POSITION OF LINE YOU WANT TO DELETE
d:
.1
MORE CHAHGES? ENTER Y OR N
ENTER A, D, OR R TO ADD A NEW ELEMENT, DELETE AN EXISTING
ELEMENT, OR REPLACE THE VALUE OF AN ELEMENT RESPECTIVELY;
.R
ENTER POSITION WHOSE VALUE HAS TO CHAHGE
n:
.6




MORE CHANGES? ENTER Y OR N
tP°28
2B F20* 2B F20 P 28^40* 28*20* 28K30* 28*50*
155

4. Sample Terminal Session of the APL Function "MATRIX".
THIS FUNCTION PRODUCES TRANSITION MATRICES, TO GET CORRECT RESULTS
ELEMENTS OF THE ARGUMENT (VECTOR OF DUTY POSITIONS) MUST BE IN
ALPHANUMERIC ORDER OF MOS, INCREASING ORDER OF SL AND P,V,S ORDER
OF SQI,
ARE THERE ANT CHANGES IN MOS DUE TO PROMOTIONS IN THIS CMF?
ENTER Y OR N
ENTER MOS/SL FROM WHICH THE PROMOTION OR I GI N ATES ( E , G , 1 1 H40 )
}
IF YOU ARE FINISHED ENTER FJ
•11C4Q
ENTER M05/SL TO WHICH THE PROMOTION IS MADE ( E , G , 1 1 »50 )
J
.11*50
ENTER MOS/SL FROM WHICH THE PROMOTION ORI G I NATES ( E , G , 1 1 H40 )
?
IF YOU ARE FINISHED ENTER FJ
.11*40
ENTER MOS/SL TO WHICH THE PROMOTION IS MADE ( E , G , 1 1 *50 )
.11*50
ENTER MOS/SL FROM WHICH THE PROMOTION ORI GI NATES ( E , G , 1 1 H^O )
5
IF YOU ARE FINISHED ENTER FJ
.11*40
ENTER MOS/SL TO WHICH THE PROMOTION IS MADE ( E , G , 1 1 P50 ) J
.11*50
ENTER MOS/SL FROM WHICH THE PROMOTION OR I G I NATES ( E , G , 1 1 H^Q ) {




5. Sample Terminal Session of the APL Function "AIRBORNE".
AIRBORNE
EN ORDER TO USE THE MODEL YOU NEED THE FOLLOWING INPUT*
(1) VECTORS OF NAMES OF DUTY POSITIONS FOR EACH CMF STORED UNDER THE
NAME 'PO,,', WHERE ',,« IS THE CMF NUMBER, THE INDIVIDUAL DUTY
POSITIONS ARE ARRANGED IN ALPHANUMERIC ORDER OF MOS, INCREASING
ORDER OF SL, AND P,V,S ORDER OF SQI
,
(2) VECTORS OF AUTHORIZATIONS FOR TWO OR THREE FISCAL YEARS AND
VECTORS OF INVENTORIES FOR THE FIRST FISCAL TEAR FOR EACH CMF
CORRESPONDING TO THE DUTY POSITIONS GIVEN ABOVE, THESE ARE STORED
UNDER THE NAME5J A,,l, A,, 2, A,, 3 AND INV,, EACH OF WHICH CAN BE
CREATED USING THE FUNCTION 'DATAINPUT', OR UPDATED USING THE
FUNCTION 'DATAMAN',
(3) A TRANSITION MATRIX FOR EACH CMF, THIS MATRIX CAN BE CREATED USING
THE FUNCTION 'MATRIX'} E,G, FOR CMF H TYPE J ' MJ ^MATRIX POU'
DO YOU WANT TO ENTER DATA? ENTER Y OR N
Y
r,
IHPUT DESIRED NUMBER OF FY'S FOR WHICH YOU WANT
TRAINING REQUIREMENTS Q OR 2).
o:
n
IDENTIFY CMF'S YOU WANT TO WORK WITH (E,G, \\ 13 ETC,)
TYPING 'ALL' WILL PROVIDE CMF'SJH 12 13 16 18 19 23 27 28 29 31 33
51 54 55 63 64 67 71 74 76 79 81 84 91 92 94 95 96 97 98
d:
.all
identify cmf numbers for which you would like to see the data}
(you can enter 'all', entering q you will see none,)
d:
.12 94





POSITION FYB4 FY35 FY^ FYB4
—— _.
12*10?- 366 366 366 424
12B20P 107 107 107 159
12*30^ 61 61 61 121
























POSITION FY84 FTQ5 FYB5 FTB4
——
—
94P10R 427 450 414 338
94&20 p 113 115 101 98
94P30R 105 106 92 125
P4^40 F" 86 100 95 119







94E20V •Ju n 2
94*30 v n 2 n
9^&40 1'' n n 1
94*50* 1
DO YOU WANT TO CONTINUE WITH MODEL (ENTER Y) OP. QUIT (ENTER N>?
.Y
INFUT COMPLETION RATES FOR P f V,S (3 NUMBERS BETWEEN AHD 1)
n:
..79 .68 .43
INPUT COST OP- I TRAINEE IN P,V,S (3 NUMBERS)
d:
.45 113 121
ENTEP AVfilLftBLE BUDGET FOR EACH YEAR
(
1 NUMBER(S))
IN DOLLARS (IN ONE LINE)
c:
.1042000 1042000





DO YOU WANT TO SEE REQUIRED SCHOOL CAPACITY AND BUDGET TO CREATE INVENTORY
UP TO A MINIMUM PERCENTAGE COVERAGE OF AUTHORIZATIONS AT END OF FY84?
ENTER Y OR N
ENTER MINIMUM PERCENTAGE COVERAGE OF AUTHORIZATIONS REQUIRED
for each sgi; E.G.
,98 ,9 ,85 OF AUTHORIZATIONS TO BE COVERED
FOR P, V, AND S POSITIONS,
:
.1 .99 .95
REQUIRED SCHOOL CAPACITIES TO ACHIEVE THIS COVERAGE AT THE END OF FY84 ARE J
8389 69 1597
FOR P f V, S RESPECTIVELY
FOR FYB4 A BUDGET OF 57B539 DOLLARS
IS NEEDED TO COVER AUTHORIZATIONS UP TO THE ABOVE SPECIFIED LEVEL
DO YOU WANT TO SEE REQUIRED BUDGET AND SCHOOL CAPACITY FOR A
DIFFERENT PERCENTAGE COVERAGE? ENTER Y OR N
Y
ENTER MINIMUM PERCENTAGE COVERAGE OF AUTHORIZATIONS REQUIRED
FOP EACH SGI; E,G, ,98 ,9 ,25 OF AUTHORIZATIONS TO BE COVERED
FOR P f V, AND S POSITIONS,
c:
'.::i
REQUIRED SCHOOL CAPACITIES TO ACHIEVE THIS COVERAGE AT THE END OF FYg4 AREJ
S3S9 70 1811
FOR F, V f S RESPECTIVELY
FOR FY34 A BUDGET OF £04546 DOLLARS
IS NEEDED TO COVER AUTHORIZATIONS UF TO THE ABOVE SPECIFIED LEVEL
DO YOU WANT TO SEE REQUIRED BUDGET AND SCHOOL CAPACITY FOR A
DIFFERENT PERCENTAGE COVERAGE? ENTER Y OR N
.N
DO YOU WANT TO CONTINUE WITH ORIGINAL BUDGET? ENTER Y OR N
,
7
IT YOU WANT TO CONTINUE WITH ORIGINAL SCHOOL CAPACITY? ENTEP Y OR N
'1






t THE RESULTS FOR FY84 ARE THE FOLLOWING; ft
* ft
ft«ftftftftft*ft«***xftftftftftftftftft*ftXftxxft«ftftftftftft*ft«ftftftft
REMAINING BUDGET FOR THIS YEAR ISJ20 DOLLARS,
REMAINING SCHOOL CAPACITIES FOR P, V, S AREJ 624 780 0.
THE MAX UNCOVERED PERCENTAGES OF PREDICTED SHORTAGE FOR FYg5
FOR F,V,AND S RESPECTIVELY WILL BE LESS THAN*
"0.516 "0.5145 0.1744
(NEGATIVE NUMBERS INDICATE SURPLUSES)
CMF H
XX xxxx
DUTY AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE NET REQUI- TRAINING RECRUITMENT
POSITION PERSONNEL START OF REMENTS ENTRANTS (TRAINING
"84 "85 "84 FOR FYB5 IN PYg4 GRADUATES)
11*10* 4306 4285 "1916 1161 426' 3373
11 P2C,P 676 679 "768 "1136
11*30* 621 637 "444 "415
l!*4C p- 249 246 "567 "505
11*50* 137 137 "311 '275
liciop 573 573 "590 "11 361 235
11
-2C,P 224 224 10 '86 38 30
11C30* 14 15 "106 "114
11C40P 47 47 "74 '58
11H1QP 523 361 "123 23 265 209
11 H20* 87 60 "146 "174
ll"30 p 92 64 -crJJ '89






11*10* 58 59 "190 "188
ll*20v 142 141 "173 '48 37 25
ll*30v 220 234 "73 "66 81 55
ll*40v 83 84 "124 '103
11*50^ 31 34 "36 "50
liciov "17 "29
1K20 V 6 6 "13 "10








AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE NET REOUI- TRAINING
PERSONNEL START OF REMENTS ENTRANTS




12B10p 366 366 "58 153 433 342
12*20p 107 107 "52 "48 10 8
12B30 P 61 61 "60 '56





12 E20P "3 "2
12^30P "4 "3
12M0p "4 "3
12 p 10p -9 "1
12 r20 p *3 ~2
12 r30p "4 "3
12-40P "1 "1
12=50p 1 oj. — 8 '31 "32
12 & 10v "1 "8
12 B20 V "1 "4
12 B 30V -•5 "4
12*40v • "4 "3
CMF 13
******
DUTY AUTHOP IZED SHORTAGE NET REQUI- TRAINING RECRUITMENT
POSITION PERSONNEL START OF REMENTS ENTRANTS (TRACING













17 F 10 P






























































































13*30p 6 2 "1 "4
13*50p 8 7 4 "6 5 4
13^50 p 20 7 "23 "40












17*10 p 2 3 "3 2
17*20p 1 1 1 1
17*30p 1 1 "3
-
2
17*40p 1 1 "5 "5
17C10P 30 35 "6 16 43 34
17C20P 18 18 2 15 12
17C30F 8 8 1 "1 4 3
17C40 P 6 6 4 4 9 7
82c 10 p 33 34 "21 6 30 24
82 c20p 14 17 1 1 13 10
B2c30p 6 6 "19 "14
32C40P 5 5 "12 "11
93^10^ 11 11 5 3 17 13
93p20p 4 4 "3 "1 •y r>
93 p30P n n "3 "3
93F40 P 2 2 "2 "2
13 p 10v ~4 "7
13 p20v 13 18 "4 7 24 16
13p30v 8 8 "5
13 p40v 2 n "7 "5
cmf i 6
*«* ** t
DUTY AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE NET REQUI- TRAINING RECRUITMENT
POSITION PERSONNEL START OF REMENTS ENTRANTS (TRAINING
rrQA p '85 p '84 FOR FYgS IN FY94 GRADUATES)
16P2C P -1 "1
16*30p "3 •3
16*49p "3 "7
16?10 p "1 "1
16-20 p o "1 "1









16*10* 9 9 4 6 14 11
16*20* 3 3 ~5 "2
16*30* 4 4 "1 2 n
16*40* 4 4 "10 "8
16^10* 8 8 ~8 6 5
16^20* 8 8 3 3 10 8




16*10* 144 208 "33 115 282 223
16*20* 48 72 7 20 73 58
16*30* 53 79 "3 31 91 72
16*40* 13 19 "25 "18
16S10P 72 213 "90 128 302 239
16520* 71 50 39 5 49 39
16530* 15 26 ~9 2 20 16
16540* 7 "7 —i 3 nL.
16^50* -> 3 "18 '21
cmf ig
"tin
DUTY AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE NET REQUI- TRAINING RECRUITMENT
POSITION PERSONNEL START OF REMENTS ENTRANTS (TRAINING
*TB4 *^S5 ^84 FOR FY85 IN FY84 GRADUATES)
18*105 6 6 "176 "64
19*20= 7 9 "133 "130
19*305 102 103 "309 "255
18*405 398 513 "53 68
18^105 "18 "7
18C205 135 12 72 "23 167 72
16C30S 29 29 "112 "101
18C405 152 209 32 84 111 43
IB»10S 6 8 "50 "14
18&20S 6 7 "81 "55
18*305 180 237 34 93 121 52
18^405 160 218 50 100 145 62
18 E 105 77 109 "19 72 124 53
1RE20S 216 27*' 78 171 238 124
lp£30s 47 48 "61 "92
18^405 213 282 80 154 244 . 105
13-505 523 570 "162 "49
CUP JQ
* t r t t t
DUTY AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE NET REOUI- TRAINING RECRUITMENT
POSITION PERSONNEL START OF REMENTS ENTRANTS (TRAINING
^84 *'85 ^84 FOP FY85 IN FYB4 GRADUATES)
19*10* 20 31 "44 "2 18 14
19*20* 3 6 "49 "33
163

19P30 P 6 9 "42 '36
19&40** 11 12 -95 "19
19E10P 130 135 "54 39 138 109
19E20P 51 51 "8 24 19
1<?E30P 37 37 "36 "25
19E40P 1 1 "43 "41
19«30p "7 "5
19M0p "6 '5
19250P 12 12 '29 "25
CMF 23
******
DUTY AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE NET REQUI- TRAINING RECRUITMENT
POSITION PERSONNEL START OF REMENTS ENTRANTS (TRAINING





24 H20 F "3 —3
24 H30P —n
24 J20P "1 "1
24J30P "1 "1
24*20 p "1 "1
24*30 p "3 "2
24L30P- "2 "1





24 p 50 p "1 "1
24"i"30p "3 "2
24T40P "1 "1
24 u20p ~2 "1 -
24^30^ "2 —
>






26*30p - n —n
CMF 27
*>>***
DUTY AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE NET REQUI- TRAINING RECRUITMENT
F03ITI0N PERSONNEL START OF REMENTS ENTRANTS (TRAINING
^84 "85 "34 FOR FY85 IN FY84 GRADUATES)
24M10p B 12 ~2 7 17 13
24«20 p 6 8 2 4 12 9
164

24*30? 6 7 "1 1 6 5
24M40p 5 6 "3 "1 3 2
27*10p 4 4 4 4 8 6
27*20p 2 2 "5 "*i
27*30? ~1 '2
27*40? 2 5 "4 "4
27^10? 28 25 7 14 35 28
27^20? 12 10 "1 7 6
27^30? 1 1 "10 ~9
27p10? 11 17 5 14 29 23
27F20P 4 6 ~5 4 3






27H 10? 4 4 3 3 7 6
27*20? 4 4 3 3 7 6
27*30? 1 1 1 1 2
27'<10? 6 "3
27w20? ~2




DUTY AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE NET REQUX- TRAINING RECRUITMENT
POSITION PERSONNEL START OF REMEMTS ENTRANTS (TRAINING
pY84 pY85 ?YB4 FOR ?^85 IN FY84 GRADUATES)
26*1 P — 41 "1
26r'30 F 1 1 1 1
35K10P 13 16 10 14 29 23
35*20? 8 8 "9 ~2 3
35L-10P 9 7 7 6 13 10
35>-20? 3 3 "7 "3
35*10? 5 5 2 3 8 6
35 M20? 2 2 ~2 "1 1 1
35?30? 5 5 "8 '11
35?40? 1 1 "4 "5
35*10* 3 3 3 3 6 5
35?20? 1 1 "1 1 1
CMF 29
******
DUTY AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE WET REQUI- TRAINING RECRUITMENT
POSITION PERSONNEL START OF REMEMTS ENTRANTS (TRAINING
?"'B4 »rr85 FYB4 FOR F*85 IN FY84 GRADUATES)




26c10p 2 2 "1 2 2
26?20p 1 1 1 1 1
26^30p "6 '4
26>-10p 3 3 "3 2 2




26>-40p 1 "1 1 1
26*10? "7 "4
26V20»» "10 "7
26 v30p "3 "4
26v40p "1 "1
26^10^ _2 "1
26 Y20p ~6 "4
26^30p 1 1 "3 "3
26M0P "5 "4
31E10P 19 26 "4 14 35 28
31E20P 41 45 6 22 58 46
31E30P 11 11 "7 "9
31E50P '1 "1
31^10p 18 23 "12 7 24 19
3W20P 21 OT— i- 6 22 17
3N30P 3 3 "5 "7
31*10 p 6 6 "10 "2 2 2
31*20 p 11 13 "3 *> 12 9
31*30 p 5 6 "4 "3 1 1
31S4CP ~3 —1




-7 "1 1 1









32*10? 11 18 7 16 33 26
32H20 P 10 13 7 18 14
32 H30 P 14 18 7 11 27 21
32^40 p 18 21 "16 "10 2 2
32"50 p 1 1 "13 "14
35^10p ? 15 o 11 25 20
35^20? 4 4 "3 "1 2 2
35-30 p ~3 "4
35 H20 F 4 4 "7 --> 1 1
35*30? "15 "13
35*40? '1 "3
36H10P J 6 1 4 10 8









DUTY AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE NET REQUI- TRAINING RECRUITMENT
POSITION PERSONNEL START OF REMENTS ENTRANTS (TRAINING
P*B4 p*35 p^84 FOR FY85 IN FY84 GRADUATES)
05*10p 243 239 "78 71 246 194
05B20P 49 50 "59 "62
05C10P 250 268 "33 120 327 258
05^20^ 133 139 3 119 94
05C30P 30 35 "29 "34
26Q10p 11 11 "2 4 12 9
26O20p 6 6 "7 "3 1 1
26 a30 p 1 1 "12 "11
26Q40P "2 "3 . . _0
26*20p "1 "1
31 M 10p 68 63 "99 "19 21 17
31 M20 P 30 30 '26 "28




i L. 1 1
31M20P '9 '7
31»30p 3 2 "3 "4
31 v 10p 111 121 6 68 166 131
31 V20 F" 18 17 "58 "40
31 V30F 92 91 "91 "74
31*40 p 20 21 "62 "65
31*50* 9 . 8 "12 "14
31240F- 39 41 "80 "52
31-50P 16 17 "26 ~ny
32i>20p "1 "1
32 r'30p "8 "6
32 r'40 p "1 "2
36-1QP 66 72 "19 28 83 66
36C20p 16 17 -nn "18
36C30P 3 4 "30 "27
36?40p "4 "8
36«10 p 437 437 21 219 564 446
36*20p 55 57 "49 "69
36«10p 38 38 29 33 67 53
36*20p 18 18 7 11 27 21
36*30^ 1 1 ~2 "3
72*10** 167 137 46 124 279 220
72^20 p 84 95 11 36 109 86
72E"30p 17 T) "16 "17
72E40 F 5 6 "14 "13
72 gi OP "7 '4
72G20p '11 "7
72G30p "7 "7
72G40 p "1 "2
72H20p "1 "1





31*30* 6 6 "10 "8




DUTY AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE HET REOUI- TRAIHIHG RECRUITMEHT
POSITIOH PERSOHHEL START OF REMEHTS EHTRAHTS (TRAIHIHG
p '84 p >"85 PY84 FOR p^85 IN P*B4 GRADUATES)
33*10p 5 7 "3 3 9 7
33*20p 6 8 "5 1 7 6
3353C9 2 2 "9 "8
33S40P 1 1 i- "3
cmf 51
« t r r , •
DUTY AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE HET REQUI- TRAIHIHG RECRUITMEHT
POSITIOH PERSOHHEL START OP REMEHTS EHTRAHTS (TRAIHIHG
p>34 '^B5 p>84 FOR ^85 in pY84 GRADUATES)
C0*20p 4. "1
00*30p "1 "1 •
00*40p "1 "1
51*10 p 3 3 "11 '4
51*20p 2 2 -7 "5
51C1QP 4 4 2 6 5
51^20p 1 1 "4 -1
51G10F- "4 "2
51^20p 2 2 "1 2 2
51"30p 3 4 "16 "12
51H40p 3 3 "7 "7
51><10 p 4 4 "8 "2 1 1
51*20p 1 1 "2
51«10 p "3 "2
51 M20P "1 "1
51"30p "1 "1
51»10P 3 3 "12 "5
51 p20 p 1 1 "4 "4
51 p30 p "1 "2
51T30p "5 "7
51T40P -") "2
Sl-SO"1 1 "4 "5
52E30p "2 "1
52M0p "4 '3
62^10^ 116 117 20 67 162 128
62E20P 60 60 "7 8 50 40
62H0P 21 10 "2 "2 5 4




62H10P 4 4 3 3 7 6
62H20p 2 2 "1 2 2
62*30p ~2 "2
62-»10P 19 19 "17 13 10
62^20^ 5 5 "1 "4
62"30p 9 9 "6 "20
62H40F 10 10 "7 "5 1 1
81*10? 8 7 3 9 7
81*20p 1 1 "6 "4
B2*10p 4 4 2 6 5
82*20p 6 6 2 7 6
cmf 54
t»«*»t
DUTY AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE NET REQUI- TRAIHING RECRUITMENT
POSITION PERSONNEL START OP REMENTS ENTRANTS (TRAINING




54*10* 57 "57 "57
54^20'=' 129 120 34 51 143 113
54E30 F' 45 41 '84 "68
54E40P 23 17 -*»•? "34
54Z50P 4 4 "6 "8
54*20* 6 6 6 5 .13 9




DL'TT AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE NET REQUI- TRAINING RECRUITMENT
FOSITIOH PERSONNEL START OP REMENTS ENTRANTS (TRAINING
^^84 ^es ^84 FOR FT85 IN FYB4 GRADUATES)
35 F 10p *1 "1
35F20 p "1 "1
55*10* 55 69 "25 27 80 63
55 p 20p 4 6 "4 "12
55*30 p 4 6 "5 i n
55*40p n 1 "4 "5
55t'10p "6 "3
55*20* n "19 "12
55i'30 p "12 "13








55*10p 8 5 "6 "2 1 1
55*20p 18 19 13 14 30 24
55*30p "2 "2
55*40p "3 ~2
55-50^ 1 "1 "3
chf 63
ft*****
DUTY AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE NET REQUI- TRAINING RECRUITMENT
POSITION PERSONNEL START OF REMENTS ENTRANTS (TRAINING
p*84 ^85 p^84 FOR FTS5 IN FY84 GRADUATES)
41C10P 4 4 "4 3 2
41C30P "3 "2
41^10p 1 1 1 1
41^20p 1 1 1 1 2 2
41J30P "1 "1
44*10p 15 16 7 12 26 21
44*20p 10 9 "10 "3 3 2
44^10 p 6 7 9 5 12 9
44E20P 1 '6 "4
44^30p 1 "7 "10
44E40P "5 "5
45*10p 8 8 3 5 13 10
45*20p 5 5 ~3 4 3
45^10^ 1 1 1 1 2




45G10P 1 -nL. 1 1
45^20 p 1 "1 "1
45*10 p B 8 4 11 9
45*20p 3 3 2 2
45«30p 5 5 "3 ~4
45L10P 7 7 4 5 11 9
451-20^ -j i«. 1 1 3 2
45*10p 8 8 "13 "3 tm 2
45 H20 P 3 3 2 "1 3 2
45no F ~1 "1
4524OP 3 3 "9 "7
52?10 p in 21 "25 "4 9 7
52 c20p 6 6 "7 "9
52 c 30p n I "4 "5
52*1 P 36 38 "19 9 37 29
52*20p 14 16 4 1 12 9
52 r'3Cp 1 1 "11 "10
62 p 10 p 74 76 4 39 99 78
62*2CP 23 24 "7 "4 11 9
62*30p L. 2 "8 "16
62B40 p 6 5 "15 "14
63*10 p 537 508 76 267 670 529
63*20p 186 204 "47 1 135 107
170

63*30 p 75 72 "40 "58
63*40p 23 30 "64 '50










63G10P 8 8 "5 1 7 6
63G20P 1 1 ~3 "3
63*10? 3 3 *36 "17
63H20p 1 1 "7 "10
63"30? 10 11 "22 "13
63*40? 9 10 "14 "11
63^10? 12 10 "4 2 10 8
63-<20? 1 1 ~3 "4
63*10? 28 16 4 3 15 12
63*20? 6 6 5 1 6 5
63*30? 6 ~4 "6
63*40? 3 "12 "7
63*50? '1 -*>
63M0? 6 "7 •} 7 6
63*20? n 7 "14 "3 1 1





63«10? 72 38 43 23 54 43
63w20? 20 12 "1 "4 3 2
63n0? 1 1 "24 "12
63'''20? 1 1 "4 "6
63=50? 12 8 *14 "16
CMF 64
' i > i »
t
DUTY AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE NET REQUI- TRAINING RECRUITMENT
POSITION PERSOHNEL START OF REMENTS ENTRANTS (TRAINING
?'84 ?'es ^84 FOR FYS5 IN FY84 GRADUATES)
57*20? "3 -->
57*30? -n -n
57H40 r ~1 "1
61*10? "3 -n




64?10? 301 346 "3 187 463 366
64^20? 7 9 "115 "108
171

64C3C* 25 26 "27 "36
64C40F 4 3 "12 "16
64=5QP 3 2 "7 "7
71*10? 3 5 "2 6 5
71M20P 1 1 "5 "3
71*30? 3 1 "8 "8
71*40? 1 3 "4
71P10P 21 27 7 20 44 35
71 p20P 1 1 "6 "5
71?30? 3 2 "6 "6
71P40P 6 6 4 3
71^50^ 9 3 ~5 *2
93^30^ -9 "1
93H 10? cJ "3
93 H20? 9 "14 "9
93*30? 1 "27 "24
93*40? "5 "8
93^10? 6 "3 "5
93^20? "17 "12
93^30? 4 "16 "18
93^40? *> -9 "6
-93-'50F- 1 1 "1 1 1
CMF 67
******
DUTY AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE MET REQUI- TRAINING RECRUITMENT
POSITION PERSONNEL START OF REMENTS ENTRANTS (TRAINING







57G10P 9 3 "1 1 4 3





67" 10? 15 27 "42 "3 14 11
67*20? 6 13 "60 "32
67*30? 1 n "38 "39
67^10? 37 26 "> B 28 nn












67V10? 38 34 13 21 49 39
67V20P 23 22 "3 4 20 16
67V30P 2 3 "24 '21
67«40p 2 *> 1 1 3 2
67*10* 55 53 8 28 71 56
67*20* 37 35 "4 5 30 24
67*30* 1 1 "23 "25
67*40* "16 "20
67^40* 25 26 24 25 49 39
67=50* 4 "24 "23
68*10* 23 12 16 35 28
68*20* 6 6 1 6 5
68*30* 1 "1 "1 1 1
63*10* 18 18 6 12 28 22
68*20* 2 n "6 "4
68*30* 2 2 "2 "3
68*10P 13 10 10 8 17 13
68*20* 3 3 "5 "2
68*30* "1 1 1
63&10* 27 26 1 12 32 25
68^20* 4 "13 "13
68^30* 2 "4 "6
63 H 10* 10 9 3 5 13 10
68H20* 1 1 "3 A.
68*30* 1 1 "1
63^10* 35 27 23 21 45 36
63^20* 9 8 "4 "1 4 3
63^30* 7 6 1 "1 3 2
68^40* "2
68M0P 9 9 "9 "6
68*10* 18 23 1 14 33 26
68 M20* 5 6 "6 '3 1 1
68*30* 1 ~i "2 "2
cmf 71
nttttt.
DUTY AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE NET REQUI- TRAINIHG RECRUITMENT
POSITION PERSONNEL START OF REMENTS ENTRANTS (TRAINING




00U20 p 1 3 1 3 6 5
00"30F / 7 "3 5 A
00<J40* 8 10 "3 1 8 6
00^50* 2 o "4 "3
03^10* 1 1 1 1 "> n
03^20* -2 '1
03^30* 1 1 "7 "5
03^40* 1 1 1 1 1
7K10* 7 8 4 6 14 11
173

71C20P 16 16 11 13 27 21
7K30P 5 5 "4 -*> 1 1
71D10P 4 8 "10 1 7 6
7it>20P 27 41 4 26 60 47
71*30^ 2 4 "20 "16
71&40p 8 7 "8 "8
71*50p 2 2 "1 1 1
71^20p 2 2 1 1 3 2
71E30P 1 1 1 1 2 2
71E40P 1 1 "5 "3
71L10P 295 401 15 260 592 468
71L20P 64 84 "103 "50
71I-30P 21 21 "73 "80
7H-40P 18 23 "43 "35
71"-50p 12 9 "27 '24
71 «1 OP 26 28 "2 13 35 28
71«20p 6 6 "11 "8
71*30p 5 6 "3 "3 1 1
7IM40P 1 1 "1 -n
71«50p 1 1 ~o "1
73C10P 23 23 "12 5 22 17
73-20p 23 24 "7 2 19 15
73^30F 11 11 "13 "12
73C40 p- 3 3 "7 "8
73P10F- 1 n "4 "1 1 1
73*20p 3 2 ~1 "1 1 1
73*30p "3 "3
73*40p 1 1 1 1
73=50"= 3 3 "11 "8
75*10p 93 99 25 65 143 117
75&20p 6e 70 "33 6 54 43
75*30p 24 23 "28 "35
75C10P 21 23 4 14 33 26
75?20p 10 7 "20 "12
75~30p 1 4 "9 "9
75*'10p 50 58 "15 24 69 55
75P20P 18 "27 "13
75r,30 p 9 "16 "27
75^10^ 26 29 4 17 41 32
75^20p 9 11 "8 5 4
75E3QP 2 o "5 "7
75p 10p 7 7 3 9 7
75F 2 r)P 6 6 "5 "1 3 n
75p 30p 1 "9 "8
7f.=30p "1 "1
7?Z40 C 51 57 "26 "14 20 16
75^50p 6 "7 "9 "11
71L10V 1 1 1 "4 1 1
75*20v 8 8 5 14 10
75P30V "5 "6
75=40*.. -








AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE NET REQUI- TRAINING RECRUITMENT
PERSONNEL START OF. REMENTS ENTRANTS (TRAINING
FT84 FY85 FY84 F0R FY85 1H FT84 graduates)







34 F 10F "1 "1








34«20p 1 1 1 2 2
34*30F 1 "1 1 1
34K4QP 1 1 1
34*1 F 5 4 9 7
34Y20F 5 1 5 10 8
34''30F "1 "1
34"50p 1 1 1 1 1
74*10 F 12 5 "4 "3
74D20F- 3 o ~~>i "14
74i'30 p 3 2 "13 "15
74D40P 5 4 "6 "6
74^10^ 1 "10 '4
74 F20F 3 3 "8 "5
74 F30F 4 3 "13 "11
74 F40F "10 "10





-ED SHORTAGE NET REQUI- TRAINING RECRUITMENT
POSITION PERSONNEL START OF REMENTS ENTRANTS (TRAINING
FY84 F '85 F »'84 FOR FTB5 IN Frg4 GRADUATES)








































57E30 p 1 1 1 1
57E40P "1 "1
57F-10P 9 "3 2 2




76^10^ 14S 195 "34 100 254 201
76^20^ 13 18 •47 "45
76^10^ 10 12 "3 5 14 11
76^20^ 2 1 -->
76^30^ 1 "9 "6
76^40? n n '1 1 1
76^50p "2 -n
76p 10P 125 59 23 6 47 37
7£ p20p 27 11 "23 "33
76p30 p 20 18 "14 "16
76*40? 9 n "16 "21
76V1C.P 46 102 "32 61 144 114
76v20p 7 18 "23 "11
76 v30p o 11 "12 -5 1 1
76*40* n 6 ~9 "4
76X1QP 1? 21 13 18 37 29





76*40p o 1 "1
76 Y 10 P 386 375 37 200 498 393
76 Y20 P 41 56 "84 "68
76*30* 177 182 "45 "11 105 83
76*40* 61 56 "44 '52
76^50* 40 31 "22 "27
76aov -n —
7
76Y20V 1 1 1
_
2 1 1
76 Y30V 8 8 "3 -n 4 3
76*40* o 1 "1 "2
cmf 79
«****»
DUTY AUTHOR I ZED SHORTAGE NET REQUI- TRAINING RECRUITMENT
POSITION PERSONNEL START OR REMENTS ENTPAMTS (TRAINING
P"*84 *"*B5 ne4 FCP FY85 IN FT34 GRADUATES)
00E30P "6 "4
0OE40 F Q "IE "14
OO^SO* "6 "6
00-30'= 13 ir -m 1 18 14
00*40* rJ 3 "119 "92
00 p 50p 7 3 "49 "48
79r-30F 1 1 "5 "3
7<?t'40p 1 1 "4 "3







AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE HET REQUI- TRAINING
PERSONNEL START OF REMENTS ENTRANTS












83^10* 4 4 8 6
83r 10* 5 1? 3 18 36 28
83*20* 1 3 "1 2 5 4
83*30* 3 '1 2 5 4
CMF B4
tttttt
DUTY AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE NET REGUI- TRAINING RECRUITMENT
POSITION PERSONNEL STAI;.t OF REMENTS ENTRANTS (TRAINING














































































































DUTY AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE NET REQUI- TRAINING RECRUITMENT
POSITION PERSONNEL START OF REMENTS ENTRANTS (TRAINING
p^84 P*S5 pT84 FOR FY85 IN FT84 GRADUATES)
01H30P "1 "1
35G1QP 1 1 "4 "2
35&20p "11 ~7
35u20p 2 1 1 1 1
35^30^ 1 ~7 "6
35<J40P "1 "2
42 c30 p "1 "1
42 r'10p "2 "1
42D20P "4 "2
42 r'30 p "7 '6
42^10^ "1 "1
42 E20P 1 1 •5 -n
42 E30P "3 "3
42 E40 F - 1 1 •3 nha
71&10p 16 17 4 11 26 21
71&20 p '10 "7
71330F "4 "5
71G40F -0 ~2
?l r< 10p 319 371 "249 86 352 273
91&20 p 184 163 "67 "64 26 21
91*30p 33 "138 "138
91B4AF 29 29 "79 "74
91*50? 9 5 "8 "19
9ici0p 9 19 7 18 36 23
91C20P 4 "10 -n 1 1
91C30 p 27 27 "31 "16
91C40P 4 4 "46 "41
91^50p '8 "11
91DIOP 8 •3 "8
91 r'20p J "14 "3
9H>30P 8 5 "5




91^10^ 7 8 "3 3 10 8
91 E20 F 4 4 "25 "13
91 E30 P "11 "14
9iE40 c "2 "3
91 p10 F -"? "1
91 r20p -7 -n
91 P30 F "1 "1
91*10? 5 1 "2 2 2















91 p 10 p
-
2 "1
91 p20p 5 3 "9 "3
91 p30P "7 "8
91P40P "3 ~3
91Q10P "3 ~2





91S10P 3 3 "3 2 n4.
91520P 3 1 4 3
91S30P 4 4 1 4 3
91540P 1 9 "3 "1 1 1




91 v20 p "1 "1
°1 V30F A ~3 "2
91 w40 p "1 "1
?:'r io F
'
"3 2 n 2 5 4
92 ? 1'?F 3 4 "10 "3
92B20P n 1 "11 "8










I'UTY AUTHO!^irEr SHORTAGE MET REQUI- TRAINING RECRUITMENT
POSITION PERSONNEL START OF REMENTS ENTRANTS (TRAINING
P
'B4 p^es P'84 for Fres IN FY84 GRADUATES)
51*10* 18 18 11 14 30 24
5i"20p 10 10 "4 1 3 6
51»30 p n i "4 '5
51 M40 P 1 "3 ~2
76 w 10p 110 98 '4 33 112 88
76W20P 29 34 "1 "1 21 17
76 W30P 4 4 "16 "16
76 W40P 6 5 "3 ~4
76«30P "4 "4











AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE WET REGUI- TRAINING
PERSONHEL ' START OF REMENTS ENTRANTS




94*10** 427 450 89 280 649 513
94D20P 113 115 15 7 84 66
94*30p 105 106 "20 '1 68 54
94B40P 86 100 "33 "4 61 48
94*50p 12 13 "21 "22
94^10^ "2 "1
94F20P "2 "1
94 p30p "2 "2
94F40P "1 "1
94F10V —n "7
94*20v 2 9 2 "1 3 2
94*30* n 2 3 2




DUTY AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE NET REQUI- TRAINING RECRUITMENT
POSITION PERSONNEL START OF REM!ENTS ENTRANTS (TRAINING
P^B4 rr85 ™BA FOR FYOc;uJ IN FY34 GRADUATES)
95&10R 218 103 "116
—rn
?5*20p 29 16 "100 "110
?5 B30P 25 14 "107 "106
95&40P 10 5 "49











it it % % * *
DUTY AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE NET REQUI- TRAINING RECRUITMENT
POSITION PERSONNEL START OF REMENTS ENTRANT; (TRAINING




















17*40* 3 3 "10 '9
17«50* 1 1 "2 "2
17M20* "1 "1
17M30P "3 "2
96*10* 28 79 4 67 137 10S
94*20* 34 74 "3 51 114 90
96*30* 24 53 "21 14 53 42
96M0P 14 55 "18 25 68 54
96*50* 12 24 "6 8 26 21
96^10* 15 "2 13 27 21
96^20* 2 54 ~1 52 101 80
96^30* 3 32 "8 24 52 41
96^40* 1 15 "10 5 17 13
96^50* "1
96*10* "3 "2
96*20* 3 4 "4 3 2
96*30* "8 "7
96*40 p 2 n "7 "6
96*50* rt 2 "3 -n
96 H 10* "1 ~ i
96 H20* ~2 ~i
96*30* "1 — <
96H40 p "1 — <
96--50* 4 6 "7
- < 3 1
97*10* "11 "6
97*20* 1 1 "9 "6
97*30* 4 4 "23 "17
97*40* 7 8 "7 "6
97*50* 4 1 4
97^10* 19 22 19 22 43 34
97c20 p 16 20 16 20 39 31
97C3QP 5 6 3 5 11 9
97C40* 8 10 6 8 18 14
96*20* "1 ~1





DUTY AUTHOP IZED SHORTAGE NET REQUI- TRAINING RECRUITMENT
POSITXOH PERSONNEL 5TAFT OF PEMENTS ENTRANTS (TRAINING
TTR4 rvnr FYB4 FOF Fl£5 IN FY34 GRADUATES)
02*10 F J 4 O o 5
02*20 p 1 "1 1 1
02*30* 1 -o -ni-
02^20* "1
02^30p 1 -n "1
02 r'10* 1 1 1 n
02*20* 1 1 1 2 4-
02*30* 1 "1 1 1
181

02E 10P 1 2 1 3 i.
02 E20P 1 1 1 2 2
02E30P 1 "1 1
02 F 10 P 1 1
02F20P 1 1 1 • 2
02 F30P 1 1
02&10p "1 "1




02 J20P 1 1
02^30p 1 1
02*20p 1 1
02'-10p 1 2 1 3 2
02<-20p 1 1 1 *> 2
02i-30p 1 ~1 1 1
02 w 20p "1 "1
02M30P 1 1 1 n 2
02 N20P 1 1 1 2 n<-
02F 40p 1 "3 "3
02°40p 1 1 1




02=50p 1 "3 -n
cmf 93
x *****
DUTY AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE WET PEOUI- TRAINING RECRUITMENT
POSITION, PERSONNEL START OF REMENT5 ENTRANTS (TRAINING
F>>'84 FY 35 F>34 FOR FY05 IN FT94 GRADUATES)
00 p 10 p 3 3 6 5
00r'40 p 1 1 1 1 2 2
05 D 10P 3 4 "1 2 6 5
0jP20p 3 4 "3 3 2
05»30P 1 2 "1 1 1
05*10 p 9 10 "12 "1 £ c•J
05G20P 6 8 "4 "1 4 3
05G30p n n "6 "6
05G40 P 1 1 1 1 1
05H10 p "12 ~6
0_ M20P 10 12 ~3 i 11 9
05 H30 C 1 1 "16 "14







98C10p 19 22 3 14 32 25
9BC20P 16 20 "7 5 20 16
98C30P 5 6 "10 "9
98C40P 8 10 '1 1 8 6
9Qoiop 21 25 "5 11 31 24
98 G20P 18 4.4L "19 ~2 12 9
98G30P 5 6 ~29
_
26
98G40P 3 4 "6 '7
98^10^ 12 13 "3 5 15 12
98^20p 5 6 1 6 5
98J30P 6 7 8 6
98J40p 5 8 1 4 11 9
98-50p 3 3 "6 "7
DO YOU WANT TO SEE REQUIRED SCHOOL CAPACITY AND BUDGET TO CREATE INVENTORY
UP TO A MINIMUM PERCENTAGE COVERAGE OF AUTHORIZATIONS AT END OF FYg5?
ENTER Y OR N
ENTER MINIMUM PERCENTAGE COVERAGE OF AUTHORIZATIONS REQUIRED
FOR EACH SQi; E,G,
,93 ,9 ,35 OF AUTHORIZATIONS TO BE COVERED
FOR P, V, AND S POSITIONS,
d:
,i 1 1
REQUIRED SCHOOL CAPACITIES TO ACHIEVE THIS COVERAGE AT THE END OF FY05 AREJ
3346 13 1297
FOR P, V, S RESPECTIVELY
FOR FYgg A BUDGET 0^ 308976 DOLLARS
IS NEEDED TO COVER AUTHORIZATIONS UP TO THE ABOVE SPECIFIED LEVEL
DO YOU WANT TO SEE REQUIRED BUDGET AND SCHOOL CAPACITY FOR A
DIFFERENT FERCENTAGE COVERAGE? ENTER T OR N
.N
DO YOU WANT TO CONTINUE WITH ORIGINAL BUDGET? ENTER Y OR N
,H
ENTER NEW AMOUNT OF TRAINING BUDGET FOR FYgJJ
.500000
DO YOU WANT TO CONTINUE WITH ORIGINAL SCHOOL CAPACITY? ENTER i' OR N





* THE RESULTS FOR FT85 ARE THE FOLLOWING; x
X X
xx***xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
BINDING CONSTRAINT IS BUDGET}
REMAINING BUDGET FOP THIS YEAR ISJH DOLLARS,
REMAINING SCHOOL CAPACITIES FOR P, V, S ARE;i2274 937 0.
THE MAX UNCOVERED PERCENTAGES OF PREDICTED SHORTAGE FOR FY86
FOR P f V f AHD S RESPECTIVELY WILL BE LESS THAN;
"0.2532 "0.24S5 0.02526
(NEGATIVE NUMBERS INDICATE SURPLUSES)
CMF 11
xxxxxx
DUTY AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE NET RETI- TRAINING RECRUITMENT
POSITION PERSONNEL START OF REMENTS ENTRANTS (TRAINING
"85 "86 "35 FOR Frg^ IN FY35 GRADUATES)
imop 42S5 4285 "221° 1023 2669 2109
11*20^' 679 679 "1136 "1373
ll*30 p 637 637 "415 "436
11*40P 246 246 "505 "457 o
ll*50 p 137 137 "275 "243
11C10P 573 "296 137 357 232
ll c20 p "'24 224 "116 "101
11C30P 15 15 "114 "147
1K40P 47 47 "58 "48
11H10P 361 361 "186 75 211 167
HH20P- 60 60 "174 "158
11H30^ 64 64 "89 "93
11 H40P 13 13 "53 "57
ll«10p "4 "2
11 M20P "2 ~2
11M3QP "3 "3
HM40p "3 "3
ll*10v 59 59 "183 "192
ll»20v 141 141 "73 "16 29 20
HB3ov 234 234 "121 "82
IIB4AV 94 84 "103 "98
ll*50v 34 34 "50 "59
ll^lOv "29 "31
ll c20v 6 6 "10 '11























12*10p 366 366 "18? 87 228 180
12*20p 107 107 "56 "72
12*30p 61 61 "56 "55
12*40p 23 23 "62 "55
12 c 10p - - . _ -0 - "1 "1 -
12C30p '1 "1
12 c40p "1 "1
12^10p "1 "1
12E20 P "2 "1
12^30p "3 "3
12M0P "3 "3
12F 10P "1 "1
12 F20P "2 "1
12*10* ~3 "3
12240P "1 "1




12 p20v "4 "6




DUTY AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE NET REQUI- TRAINING RECRUITMENT
POSITION PERSONNEL START OP PEHENTS ENTRANTS (TRAINING



























































































13*30p 2 9 '4 "5
,
13"50p 7 94. "10
13^50^ 7 3 "40 "45













17*10 p 3 3
_
2 1 1
17*20p 1 1 "1 '1
17*30p 1 1 --> -n
17B40P 1 1 — crj "5
17C10P 35 35 "18 7 20 16
17C20p 18 18 "10 "6
17C30F 8 8 "4 ~6
17C40P 6 6 "3 -i
92C10 P 34 19 "18 "8
82 c20 p 17 11 "9 "12
82C30p 6 3 "14 "17
B2 C40P 5 2 "11 "12
93p 10 p 11 J "5 ~3
93F20P 4 o "3 "4
93"30p 9 1 "3 "4
93p40p 2 1 -n "3
13r 10v "7 "9
13p20v 19 13 "9 4 13 9
13^30* 8 a "5 "10
13 p40* n& 1A. "5 "5
cmf 16
*»»***
PUTT AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE NET REQUI- TRAINING RECRUITMENT
POSITION RER30MHEL START OR REMENTS EHTRANTS (TRAINING
r '^85 PYB6 F '85 ROR FY86 IN FY85 GRADUATES)
16 p 20 p "1 "1
16*30p "3 --)
16&40 F "7 ~6
16^10^ "1 "1
1/.C20 P "1 "1







16^20 p "1 "1
16E30P ~1 "1
16H10P 9 9 "5 2 6 5
16 H20P 3 3 "2 "2
16H30P 4 4 "3 -*>
16H40p 4 4 "3 "8
16^10^ 8 8 "5 1 4 3
16^20^ 8 8 "5 "1 2




16*10P 203 208 "108 43 122 96
16 R20? 72 72 "38 "40
16*30* 79 79 "41 "23
16*40* 19 19 "18 "26
16510P 213 213 "111 44 125 99
16520* 50 50 "34 "50
16530* 26 26 "14 "20
16540 p -> 7 "4 "7
16"50P 3 3 "21 "21
cmf jg
• » » « t
»
DUTY AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE HET REQUI- TRAINING RECRUITMENT
POSITION PERSONNEL START OF REMENTS ENTRANTS (TRAINING
*YS5 PTB6 **B5 FOR: FY86 IN FY05 GRADUATES)
18*105 i 6 '64 "21
18*205 9 9 "130 "81
18*305 103 103 "255 "216
18*405 513 525 68 96 193 33
18^105 "7 "3
18-205 12 "95 "49
18^305 29 29 '101 "112
18^405 209 215 36 50 105 45
18*105 8 8 "14
18*205 7 7 "55 '29
18*305 237 243 41 74 158 68
18*405 218 224 38 39 88 38
1BE105 109 118 19 83 187 80
18 E 205 oyo 279 47 143 316 136
15^30= 48 48 "92 "154
18 E40 5 oqn nS7 49 73 153 66
18-505 570 576 -49 "20
cur ^o
»* » t**
DUTY AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE NET REGUI- TRAINING RECRUITMENT
POSITION PERSONNEL START OF REMENTS ENTRANTS (TRAINING
* r85 *Y86 Fr85 *° p *Y86 ™ ^85 graduates)






19*30^ 9 9 "36 "31
19*A0P 12 12 "19 "17
19E10P 135 135 "70 28 80 63
19E20P 51 51 "27 "25
19E30* 37 37 "25 "23
19E40P 1 1 "41 "38
19K30P "5 "3
19M0P "5 "4
19250P 12 12 "25 "22
cwf 23
t ttttt
PUTT AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE NET P.ECiUI- TRAINING RECRUITMENT
POSITION PERSONNEL START OF REMENTS ENTRANTS (TRAINING
pY85 pY36 ^85 FOR p*8o IN pY85 GRADUATES)
22N30P —1 -j
23w50p "1 — 1
24C40P "1 — 1





24 J20P "1 -
24^30 p "1 — 1
24 K 20P "1 ~ i
24«30p ~
24i-30p "1 ~ 1
24p30p '1 — 1
24c?io p "1 — -i
24O30p "1 — <





24*50p "1 " 1
24*30* "2 ~" 1
24"T40p "1 — <
24U20 p "1 — 1
24^30p "2 —")
24U40p "1 — i
24V40p "3 — "7
25L20 P "1 " -4
2?L30 P "1
— 1
25 L 40 P --> "2
26H20 P ' "1 "1




DUTY AUTHORISED SHORTAGE MET REGUI- TRAINING RECRUITMENT
POSITION FERSONNEL START OR REMENTS ENTRANTS (TRAINING
p*35 P 'B6 P 'B5 FOR ^86 IN ^85 GRADUATES)
24M10P 12 12 ~6 3 8 6
24 M20P 8
-
8 "5 -1 1 1
183

24«30p 7 7 "4 "3




27*20p n 2 "2 "1
27*30p "2 '2
27»40P 9 n "4 ~4
27E10P 25 21 "14 1 8 6
27E20P 10 9 "6 "6
27E30P 1 1 "9 "9
27p10p 17 15 "9 1 7 6
27p20p 6 6 "3 "3
27p30p 4 4 ~2 "2
27 G20p "1 "1
27G30P "1 "1
27G40p 1 1 "2 ~2
27H1QP 4 4 "3 n 2
27H20p 4 4 "3 "1 1 1
27H30P i 1 "1 -n
2?hiop "3 -n
27H20 P "2 "2




DUTT AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE NET REQUI- TR A I KING RECRU ITMEI/T
RQSITION PERSONNEL START OR REMEHTS EHTRANTS (TRAINING
P
"'S5 p "''86 F^SS ROR p^86 IN P"'S5 GRADUATES)
26 D 10 P *1 "1
26 r'30p "1 "1
35*10p 16 16 "9 3 9 7
35*20p 8 8 "4 ~3
35i-10p 7 7 "4 1 4 3
35"-20 p 3 3 "3
35 M 10P 5 5 "3 1 3 n
35*20p 2 n -n "1
3?~30 e 5 "11 "11
35 F 40P 1 1 "5 ~6
35-10 p 3 3 -n 1 1
35 p20p 1 1 "1 "1
CMR 29
ttttt*
DUTT AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE NET REGUI- TRAINING RECRUITMENT
FOSITIOH PERSONNEL START OF REMEMTS ENTRANTS (TRAU IIMG
prS5 >^86 PYB5 ROR ~'8£ IN F"T"85 GRADUATES)




26^10^ 2 2 "2 1 1
26^20p 1 1 "1 "1
26^30^ "4 ~3
261-10^ 3 3 "2 1 1
26^20^ 1 "7 "5
261-30P
'A "5
26M0P 1 1 ~1 "1




26 Y 10P "1 "1
26>"20p "4 _2






14 6 17 13
31E20P 45 44 "24 1 16 13
31^30p 11 11 "9 "18
31E50P "1 "1
3W10P 23 n? "12 9 21 17
31-J20P nn 23 "11 "1 7 6
31^30p 3 "7 "11 .0
31*10 p 6 B "4 3 6 5
31S20P 13 13 "7 5 4
31*30p 6 6 "4 "5
31*40p 6 "3 "4
31 T 10P rJ 4 "3 •3 2
31T20P 7 4 ~n 14^ o
32*r 40 p —) ~2
32&10p "1 1
32 G20 P "4 "2
32*30p
- T
32 H 10 P 18 18 "10 3 10 8




32-40 p 21 20 "12 "14
32'50p 1 1 "14 "15
35^10 p 15 15 "9 i 8 6




4 4 "3 1 n
3jh30f "13 11
3?H40 p "3 "4
36hio f £ 9 "4 4 9 *7/
3£H20P 8 8 "5 "1 n n
3£"30 p "3 ~5
36 H40 P "5 "4
36L10 p "1 - 1





DUTY AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE MET REQUI- TRAIHIHG RECRUITMENT
POSITION PERSONNEL START OF REMENTS ENTRANTS (TRAINING
?*85 ?^86 ?'B5 FOR FT86 IN FY85 GRADUATES)
05*10? 23? 231 "123 42 127 100
05*20? 50 44 "62 "77
05^10^ 268 262
_
138 50 148 117
05c20? 139 127 "72 ~54
05^30? 35 35 "34 "58
26°10? 11 10 "5 2 6 5
26^20? 6 6 "4 "2
26Q30? 1 1 "11 "10
26^40? "3 "4
26?20? "1 "1
31*10 p 68 96 "36 42 84 66
31 M20? 30 45 "28 "4 10 3
31*30? 4 2? "37 "12
31*10? 4 7 "3 3 6 5
31><20? 3 "7 ~2
31 "30? 1 '4 '5
31 v 10p 121 99 "63 7 41 32
31 v20? 17 12 "40 "49
31V30P 91 77 "74 "76
31V40 P 21 21 '65 "65 •
31V50P 8 4 "14 "20
31=40 p 41 42 "52 "33
31-50? 17 14 "27 "30
32*20? "1 "1
32 r'30p "6 "4
32*40? ~2 ~2
36^10 p 72 63 "38 5 27 21
36^20p 17 13 "IB "24
36^30? 4 7 "27 "22
36C40p "8 "10
3£»<10 p 437 363 "227 16 137 108
36X20? 57 42 "69 "138
36*10p 38 25 "20 "5 n trn
36*20? 13 11 "10 "14
36*30p 1 1 "3 "8
72£10p 197 191 "96 43 116 92
72 E20 P 95 81 '50 "44
72*30? IT4-£ 33 "17 "25
72 E40 F 6 6 "13 "13
71
G
jap "4 --> r •
72 G20P '7 "4
72 5 30p '7 "6
72G40 p ~T -0
72 H20 F '1 "1





31^30^ 6 6 "8 ~6




DUTY AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE NET REQUI- TRAINING RECRUITMENT
POSITION PERSONNEL START OF REMENTS ENTRANTS (TRAINING
FYg5 *Y86 **85 FOR F*86 IN **85 GRADUATES)
33*10* 7 7 "4 1 4 3
33*20* 8 8 "5 "1 i
33530P n 2 "8 "3
33*40* 1 1 "3 "3
cmf 51
******
DUTY AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE NET RECIUI- TRAINING RECRUITMENT
POSITION PERSONNEL START OF REMENTS ENTRANTS (TRAINING




51*10* 3 3 "4 "1
51*20 p n 2 "5 ' • "3
51^10* 4 4 ~3 -) 2
51C20* 1 1 "2
51&10* "2 "1
51&20* 9 n —y 1 1
51H30* 4 4 "12 "10
51 H40* 3 3 "7 "7
51*10* 4 4 "3 n 2




51 p 10* 3 3 "5 "1
51*20* 1 1 "4 "3








51~50 c "5 "5
52-30* '1 "1
52M0* "3 *2
62^10* 11? 117 "61 24 68 54
62E20* 60 60 "32 "19
62*10* 10 10 '6 6 5




62H 10P 4 4 -3 2
62H20P 2 "2 "1
62H30P ~2 "2
62^10p 19 19 "10 4 12 9
62 J20 P 5 5 •4 "5
62N30P 9 9 "20 "36
62N40 P 10 10 "6 "6
81Biop 7 7 ""4 1 4 3
81*20p 1 1 "4 "4
82*10p 4 4 "3 2 2
82B20P 6 6 "4 "1 1 1
cmf 54
m >ttt
DUTY AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE NET REQUI- TRAINING RECRUITMENT
POSITION PERSONNEL START OF REMENTS ENTRANTS (TRAINING
P





54^20p 120 112 "62 8 46 36
54^30p 41 38 "68 "76
54E40p 17 17 "34 "36
54"50 p 4 4 "8 "10
54^20v 6 6 "4 3 n




DUTT AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE NET REQUI- TRAINING RECRUITMENT
POSITION PERSONNEL START OF REMENTS ENTRANTS (TRAINING
pYS5 p *66 pY85 FOR FYB6 IN FY85 GRADUATES)
35 p 10 p "1 "1
35r20p "1 "1
55*10^ 69 69 "36 14 40 32
55p20p 6 "12 "22
55F30P 6 6 "4 "5
55*40p 1 1 "5 —
c-
55r'10 p "3 -1










55*10p 5 5 "3 1 3 2






DUTY AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE NET REQUI- TRAINING RECRUITMENT
POSITION FERSOHNEL START OF REMENTS ENTRANTS (TRAINING
"85 "86 "85 FOR FY86 IN FY85 GRADUATES)
41C10P 4 4 -n 1 3 1
4K30P -n '1
41^10p 1 1 "1 1 1
41^20p 1 1 "1 1 1
41^30p "1 "1
44*10p 16 14 "9 1 "7 6
44B20P 9 9 "5 "3
44E10P 7 7 "4 1 4 3
44^20 p *4 "4
44£30p n n "10 "10
44E4OP "5 "5
45B 10P 8 8 "5 1 4 3
45»20p c. 5 "3 "1 1 1
45D10P 1 1 ~1 1 1
45 r'20p "1 "1
45^1 P "1 "1 o
45G10?- 1 1 "I 1 1
45 G20P "1 "1
45*10p 3 3 "5 1 4 3
45 K 20P 3 3 ~2 "2
45*30p 5 5 "4 "5
45L10P 7 7 "4 1 4 3
45"-20p i "1 "1
45"10p 8 8 "5 1 4 3
45"20p 3 3 "3 "2
4ST10p "1 "1
45"40 p 3 3 "7 "6
52?10p 21 24 "11 7 17 13
52 c20p 6 6 '9 "7
52^30p n n '5 "6
52 c'10p TOJO 36 "20 6 20 16
52 r'20 p 16 16 '8 "7
52&30F 1 1 "10 "12 o
62*10p 76 76 "39 16 45 36
62 &20p 24 24 "13 "15
62*30p i i "16 -in
62*40p rJ 5 "14 "14
63*10 p 508 459 "262 56 219 173
63*20 p 204 185 "106 "111
194

63*30* 72 69 ~58 "88
63B40* 30 24 "50 '53








63&10* 8 8 "5 1 4 3
63*20* 1 1 "3 "3
63*10* 3 3 "17 "7
63*20* 1 1 "10 '8
63*30* 11 11 "13 "8
63*40* 10 10 "11 "9
63^10* 10 10 "6 2 6 5

















63510 p "4 1 4 3
63*20* "4 "1 1 1












DUTY AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE NET REOUI- TRAINING RECRUITMENT
POSITION PERSONNEL START OF REMENTS ENTRANTS (TRAINING
**85 FT 86 FT85 F0 * Fr36 J " FTB5 graduates)
57H20* "2 "1
57H30* "2 "2






64C10P 346 344 "179 69 198 156
64^20* 9 9 '108 "143
195

64C30? 26 26 "36 "42
64C40P 3 3 "16 "20
64^50** 9 5 ~7- "7
71^10^ 5 5 "3 1 3 2
71N20P 1 1 "3 "2
71N30P 1 1 "8 "6
71«40P 3 3 "2
71*10* 27 27 "15 5 16 13
71^20^ 1 1 "5 "9
71^30^ 4. 2 "6 "5
71*40* 6 6 ~3 "2












» • > » r ,
DUTY AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE NET REQUI- TRAINING RECRUITMENT
POSITION PERSONNEL 5TAPT Of REMENTS ENTRANTS (TR AINING







67^10* 3 3 "2 1 1





67«10* 27 27 "14 6 17 13
67M20* 13 13 "3*i "18
6 7,;3C r *i *> "39 "36
67"i"10* 26 26 "14 5 15 12
67*20* 9 9 '10 "8







67V10P 34 34 "18 7 20 16
67V20P 22 IT "12 "5 1 1
67V30P 3 3 "21 "21
67«40p n*. "1 1 1
67*10p 53 53 "28 11 31 24
67^20^ 35 35 "19 "8 2 2
67Y30P 1 1 "25 "29
67^40^ "20 "22
67240P 26 26 "14 "3 5 4
67250P "23 "24
68*10p 22 22 "12 4 13 10
68*20p 6 6 "4 "5
68*30p "> o _9 "3
68r, 10P 18 18 "10 3 10 8
68P20P i 2 "4 "6
68P30P o n "3 "3
68 F 10p 10 10 "5 2 6 5
68F20P 3 3 -n ~?
6Sp30p i i —y
68G10 p 26 26 "13 6 16 13
68*20p "13 "14
68*30p i n "6 "6
68 H 10P 9 9 "5 2 6 5
^PH20P- 1 1 "2 "3
69 H30P 1 1 "1 "1
68J10p 27 27 "15 5 16 13
£3^20p 9 3 "4 "6
63^30p 6 ' 6 "3 "3
68^40 p *2 "3
63M0P 9 9 "6 "5
68«10p 23 23 "12 5 14 11
69 M20P 6 6 "4 "5
68«30p n£ 2 "2 "3
cmf 71
ft ft ft ft ft ft
DUTY AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE NET REQUI- TRAINING RECRUITMENT
POSITION PERSONNEL START OF REMENTS ENTRANTS (TRAINING
PYB5 pY86 F 'TBZ FOR FT3£ IN FT35 GRADUATES)
00^30p "1 "1
00J40 e "9 '6
00^50 p "6 "5
00 ,J20 P 3 1 —
>
-->
OO^C' 7 6 "4 "3
00^40 p 10 10 "5 -n 1 1
00U50p -> 2 "3 "3
03^10 p 1 1 "1 1 1
03^20^ "1 "1
03^30^ 1 1 "5 "3
03^40p 1 1 "1 "1





16 - 16- - "8 1 6 ._. 5
7K30P 5 5 "3 "6
71*10p 8 8 "5 1 4 3
71 p20p 41 39 "21 4 18 14
71&30P 4 4 "16 "23
71*40 p 7 7 "8 "7
7ir>50p n& ^ "2
71E20P 9 2 "1 1 1
71^30^ 1 1 "1 "1
71M0P 1 1 "3 ~2
71L10P 401 392 "208 86 235 186
71L20P 84 83 "50 "90
71«-30p 21 21 "80 "77
7H-40P 23 23 "35 "33
71L50P 9 9 "24 "20
71«10p 28 26 "15 4 14 11
71 M20P 6 5 "8 "10
71><30p 6 6 "4 "4
71M4C-P 1 1 ~2 "3
71«50p 1 1 "1 "1
73C10p 23 "12 "18
73C20P- 24 4 "13 -nn
73<oO p 11 ~12 '24
73<^40 p 3 "8 "11
73*10* n -«)
73^20^ n 1 -n "1
73»30p "3 "3
73^40p i 1 "1 "1
73-50P 3 . "8 "9
75*10p 9? 90 "52 14 47 37
75*20p 70 65 "37 "16 1 1
75*30p 23 20 "35 "43
75C10p 23 23 "12 5 14 11
75<?20p 7 7 "12 "9
75?30p 4 4 "9 "9
75*1 P 58 58 "31 11 33 26
75*20p tm£m IT "13 "12
75f'30p "27 "26
75E10 p 29 29 "15 6 17 13
75^20 p 11 11 "6 "6




75'r 10p 7 7 "4 1 4 3
75 F20P 6 6 "3 "1 1 1
75"3^ 1 1 "8 "7
75-30P "1 "1
75"40f= 57 53 "30 "27
75=50p 7 7 "11 "15
71»-10v 1 1 "5 "13
75B20V 8 8 "5 2 6 4
75*30V "6 "9











AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE HET REOUI- TRAINING RECRUITMENT
PERSONNEL START OF REMENTS ENTRANTS (TRAINING
FY85 FY 86 FY85 F0R ^86 *h FY85 graduates)















34*20* 1 1 "1 1 1
34*30* 1 1 "1 "1
34*40* 1 1 '1 "1
34 Y 10* J c-J '3 1 3 2
34Y 20* 5 5 "3 "1 1 1
34Y30* "1 ~2
34^50* 1 1 ~1 "1-
74i'10* 5 .5 "3 1 7 1c
74»20»* o "14 -8
74&30* n 1 "15 "13
74D40P A 4 "6 "6
74*10P 1 1 "4 ~2
74 F20* 3 3 "5 "2




74^50P 1 1 ~5 "5
cmf 76
******
DUTY AUTHOF:iZED SHORTAGE NET RETI- TRAINING RECRUITMENT
POSITION PERSONNEL START OF REMENTS ENTPANT5 (TRAINING









































57^10^ n <> "2 1 1




76^10^ 195 181 "101 26 92 73
76^20^ 18 20 "45 "64
76^10^ 12 12 "6 3 8 6
76^20P 1 1 "2 "4
76^30^ 1 1 "6 "5
76^40^ dm "2 "2
76^50P ~2 "2
76p 10p 59 59 "31 12 34 27
76 p20p 11 11 "33 "28




76V10P 102 97 "53 16 52 41
76V20P 18 18 "11 "24
76V30>> 11 11 "6 "7
76*40? 6 6 "4 "4
76-10P 21 21 "11 4 12 9




76>'30 p "5 "5
76*40* 1 1 "1 '1
76Y10* 375 347 "193 62 190 150
76T20p 56 52 "68 "109
76^30p 182 167 "94 "63
76*40* 56 53 "52 "65
7A250p 31 30 "27 "25
76*10v "7 "14
76Y20V 1 1 "3 "5
76*30* 8 8 "5 "5
75M0V T n "2 "3
cmf 79
>***«»
DUTY AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE MET REQUI- TRAINING RECRUITMENT
F03ITIOH PERSONNEL START OF REMENTS ENTRANTS (TRAINING
*'T S5 ^'36 **e5 FOR FY95 IN FY85 GRADUATES)
00 E3Q p r. o "4 —1 o
OOMO^ C "14 "11
oo^so* "6 "6
00*30* 25 23 "13 "3 4 3
00*40* 3 4 "92 "70
00*50* 3 n£. "48 "43
79D30P 1 1 "3 "2
79&40* 1 1 "3 "2







AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE NET REGUI- TRAINING RECRUITMENT
PERSONNEL START OF REMENT5 ENTRANTS (TRAINING
PTS5 PY36 FY85 FOR FY86 IN FY85 GRADUATES)
41*10p "1 "1
81C10P 1 1 "1 1 1
31C20p "2 "1
81^30^ "3 "3




83E10 p 4 4 —y 1 3 -y
83p 10P 1? 19 '10 4 12 9
83^20^ 3 3 "2 "5
83^30^ 3 3 -IL. ~2
CMF 84
******
DUTY AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE NET REQUI- TRAINING RECRUITMENT
POSITION PERSONNEL START OF PEMENTS ENTRANTS (TRAINING

















































































































« * * t T *
DUTY AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE HET REQUI- TRAINING RECRUITMENT
POSITION PERSONNEL START OF REMENTS ENTRANTS (TRAINING
pY85 pYB6 pY85 FOR FT86 IN FY85 GRADUATES)
01H30p "1 "1
35610^ 1 1 ~2 ~1
35&20p "7 "4
35"20p 1 1 ~1 1 1
35"30p 2 2 ~6 ~6
35"40p ~2 "3






42ElO p "1 "1
42^20 p l 1 -n "1
42^30 F- "3 "3
42^40p l 1 "1 "1




71G30 p "5 "5
71G40p -o -n
91*10 F 371 350 "192 67 197 156
91*20 F 163 159 "85 '66
91*30 F 33 29 "133 "142
91&40 F 29 29 "74 "70
91*50F J "19 "23
91 C 10F 19 19 "10 4 12 /
91 C20F 4 4 "3 "5
91C30P 27 23 "16 "8
91 c40 p 4 4 "41 "35
91C50 p "11 "12
91P1QP "8 "4
91 r'20 F J 5 "S "3
91t'30 p 5 5 "5 "5
9ir-40p "4 "4
91*50 p "1 "1
91E10p 8 8 "5 1 4 3
9JE20P 4 4 "13 "7
91E30P "14 "13
9IE40F "3 '4
91 r 10F "1 "1
91 F20 F --> "1
91 p30 F "1 "1
91O10 f
4. c 1 1




91 H20p 4 4 "2 1 3
9! H30P "3 "3
!02

91J30P "1 — i
91^40? "1 —•j
91L10P "1 — 4
91N10P "1 — 1
91M20P ~2 — «
91P10P "1 — 1
91 p20p 5 5 "3 3 2
91 p30P "8 —^
91P40P ~3 "3
91Q10P -2 ••<
91 a20p 8 8 "4 4 3
91Q30P "10 "10









91520P 3 3 "2 -4
91530p 4 4 -i — 1 1 1
9j540 p •) -2 ~9
91*50 p "1 — *





9! U20 F "1 — <
91 V20P "1 — 1
91V30P "2 -2
91W4QP "1 "1
9mO p' n T -*i 1 1
92E-10P 4 4 "3 1 2
92&20P 1 1 "8 "5
92 p30p 2 "5 "5
91*10v "12 "16





1 1 « * » t
DUTY AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE NET REQUI- TRAINING RECRUITMENT
POSITION PERSONNEL START OP REMENTS ENTRANTS (TRAINING
F*B5 ^66 PY85 FOR FY86 IN FYB5 GRADUATE5)
51"10p 18 18 "10 7 10 8






51"40 p 1 1 -n
_
2
76«10p 98 97 '50 20 56 44
76 w20p 34 34 "18 "19
76«30P 4 4 '16 "21
76w40 p 5 5 "4 "4
76«5op "4 "4
92ciop 6 6 *4 1 4 3






DUTY AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE NET REQUI- TRAINING RECRUITMENT
POSITION PERSONNEL START OF REMENTS ENTRANTS (TRAINING
^^85 p^86 ^85 FOR FY8£ IN FY85 GRADUATES)
94*10p 450 414 "233 71 223 176
94B20P 115 101 "59 "106
94*30p 106 92 "55 "56
94*40p 100 95 "52 "38
94&50p 13 12 -28
94 p 10p "1 -1






94*20v 9£ n "3 —c









AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE NET REGUI- TRAINING RECRUITMENT
PERSONNEL START OF REMENTS ENTRANTS (TRAINING




95?20p 16 1 "110 "96
95*30p 14 1 "106 "109
95?40P 5 1 "57 "61















DUTY AUTHOR:IZED SHORTAGE NET REGUI- TRAINING RECRUITMENT
POSITION PERSONNEL START OF REMENTS ENTRANTS f TRAINING
P























17*40? 3 3 "9 "9
17*50? 1 1 "2 "2
17«20? "1 "1
17M30P -*> -9
96*10? 79 79 "41 19 50 40
96*20? 74 69 "39 "10 10 8
96*30? 53 52 "28 "28
96*40? 55 55 "29 "17
96*50? 24 24 "13 "10
96^10? 15 15 "8 3 9 7
96^20? 54 54 "28 7 27 21
96^30? 32 32 "17 "20
96^40? 15 15 "8 "9
96^50? "2 "4
96*10? "2 "1
96*20? 4 4 "2 T 2
96*30? 7i "6
96*40? 9 2 "6 "5
96*50? ^ 2 "2 "2
96H10 p "1 "1
96 H20 P "1 "1
96"30 F "1 "1
96 H40? "1 "1
96=50? 6 6 "3 2
97B10P- "6 "3
97*20? 1 1 "6 *4
97*30? 4 4 "17 "12
97&40? S 8 "6 "5
97*50? cJ "3 "4
97C10P IT ?*> "12 4 13 10
97C20 P' 20 20 "11 ~2 4 3
97?30 p 6 6 "4 S
97C40? 10 10 "6 "3
96*20v "1 "2





DUTY AUTHOR IZED SHORTAGE NET RETI- TRAINING RECRUITMENT
POSITION PERSONNEL START OF REMENTS ENTRANTS 1 TRAINING
Fr 85 ?>36 ?T85 FOR F-T36 in rre5 GRADUATES)
02*10? 3 3 -n 1 1




Q2C2Q? " \ "1
02^30? 1 1 • i "1









02^10'" 1 1 — 4
02 E20P 41 1 — 4
02^30 p 1 1 "1 —1
02F 10P — A -
1
02p20p 1 1 — 4
02F30P 1 1 ™ 4 ~
i
02G10p — 4 —i
02G20p — 1 "*l
02G30 p 1 1
— 4 —4
02H30p — 4 — I
02^10p n ~o
02 J20p 1 1 — 1 — 4
02^30p 1 1 — 1 ""1
02*20 p — 4 — 1






02W20F ~4 ~ 4




02 p40p 1 1 ~7
-
-r
02Q40P 1 1 -) — 4
02R 40P 1 1 ~ 4 ~
4
02530^ — 4 — 4
02540 p —.1 — 4
02T30 F -4 — 4





r t » i » t
DUTY AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE NET REQUI
POSITIOH PERSONNEL START OF REMENTS
F^85 ^36 F 'B5 FOR FY86
00*10 p 3 3
00*40p 1 1 "1
05*1 P 4 4 "3
05 r'20p 4 4 "2
05*30p -> •> --> *2
05"'10 p 10 10 "6
05 G20P 8 3 "4 "1
05G30p 2 nL. "6 "6
0f.&40p 1 1 '1 —
?




05H30 F 1 1 "14 "14
05H40P 2 2 "11 '10




























98^10* on 22 "11 5 14 11
98C20p 20 20 "11 "2 4 3
98C30 p 6 6 "9 "11
98C40p 10 10 "5 "3
98G10P 25 25 "13 5 15 12
98&20P IT 22 '11 ~2 5 4
98^30^ 6 6 "26 "23
98&40P A A ~7 "9
98^10^ 13 13 "7 3 8 6
98-J20p 6 6 "4 "3
98J30P 7 7 "4 "3
98^40^ 8 8 "5 "3
98-50P 3 3 "7 "10
DO YOU WANT ANOTHER RUN FOR THE SAME YEAR(S) USING NEW VALUES FOR
COMFLETION RATES, COSTS OF TRAINING, BUDGET, AND SCHOOL CAPACITY?





LISTING OF THE PROGRAMS













































'THIS FUNCTION IS USED TO CREATE VECTORS OP DUTY POSITIONS,'
'AUTHORIZATIONS, AND INVENTORIES.'
AL~ 11 12 13 16 18 19 23 27 28 29 31 33 51 54 55 63 64 67 71 ik 76
81 84 91 92 94 95 96 97 98
'ENTER THE PI (2 DIGITS) FOR VHICH INVENTORIES ARE AVAILABLE:'
79
CORN:' ENTER CM? NUMBER FOR ffSICB IOU WANT TO ENTER DATA',
'THE FOLLOWING:' - —
AL
'ENTER "P0" TO ENTER DUTI POSITIONS'
' "Al" TO ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS OF BEGINNING FY',
' "A2" TO ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS OF BEGINNING' FY'
,
'
"A3" TO ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS OF BEGINNING FY',
t







'THE SEQUENCE OF DATA NUMBERS MUST BE SEPARATED BY A BLANK SPACE'
'OR COMMA. IP DATA DO NOT FIT IN ONE LINE TO CONTINUE IN NEXT LINE'




MQN:'THE SEQUENCE OF NAMES OF DUTY POSITIONS SEPARATED BY A BLANK SPACE'
'MUST BE ENTERED IN QUOTES. FOR EXAMPLE . " 11S10P 11S20P ... 11C401" ' ;
«
'IF NAMES DO NOT PIT IN ONE LINE TO CONTINUE IN NEXT LINE TYPEUFTER'

















7 R+CC DAT! C \AL\A\C \CA\CC
1] « THIS FUNCTION IS USED FOR THE CREATION OF REQUIRED VECTORS.
2] T+Clll
3] C+Cl2~\
4] i4S+ , P011Jllll>t21lj!3iir0iiP012/4il2/m2>13i2Iffl2P013<4il3,4 213v4 313I
6] * THIS CMF IS NOT INCLUDED IN THE NUMBERS I 'SPECIFIED .'
7] +0













































B:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY',
Alll+Uf>*A)tl)p>A+U
-0
K:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY',
,4112«-( (p.jO.Dp.^+D
-0
D:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY',
y4113+-( (p,A) ,l)p,A+U
+0
E:' ENTER INVENTORIES FOR FY',(fT
INVll+((p,A) ,l)p,A+U
+0
F:' ENTER NAMES OF DUTY POSITIONS
pgi 2*-( ( r ( p . >n * 7 ) , 7 ) p , ( ( r ( p , /< ) * 7
-o
G:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY',
A121+( (p,A) ,l)p,A+U
+0




Ix' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY',
A123+( (p,A) ,l)p,A+U
-0
Ji' ENTER INVENTORIES FOR FY',(lT
INV12+( (p, 4), Dp, >!-»-[]
+0
M:' ENTER NAMES OF DUTY POSITIONS
P013*((r(p.jl)*7).7)p.((r(p.4)*7
+o
N:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY'
.
Al31+{{p t A) ,l)p,A+U
+0
0:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY',
A132+((p,A) ,l)p,A+U
-0
P:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY',
>4133^( (p,>l),i)p.yi«-D
-0
Q:' ENTER INVENTORIES FOR FY',(iT
*1)*A+Q
?T) , • AND CMF ' ,WC
7+1), ' AND CMF ' ,lC
!T+2). f AND CMF ' ,1C
,
' AND CMF ' ,VC
(INSIDE QUOTES) FOR CMF ' ,lC
*7)\A+U
VT) , ' AND CMF ' ,lC
TT+1), » AND CMF ' , iC
T+2), ' AND CMF ' ,lC
,
' AND CMF ' ,?C





' AND CMF ' ,tC
T+l) , ' AND CMF ' ,?C
T+2). f AND CMF ' ,lC
,




















































INV13+((p t A).l)p tA+U
+0
Ml* ENTER NAMES OF DUTY POSITIONS (INSIDE QUOTES) FOR CNF ' , ?C
Pgl6+((r(p.>m7),7)p.((r(p,yO*7)x7)M-0
+0
S:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY\(lT).' AND CMF ' *iC
AlGl+((p>A) .l)p.A+U
+0
CN:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FJ' . (fT+1) , AND CMF ' t vC
/U62«-( (p>A) .DpJ+D
-0
U:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY ' ,
(
wT+2 ) , • AND CMF • , ?C
y4163+ ((p./0,l)p,/4+D
-0
V: 1 ENTER INVENTORIES FOR FY',(vT)>' AND CMF \wC
INV16+((p,A) ,l)p t A+U
+0
W:'ENTER NAMES OF DUTY POSITIONS (INSIDE QUOTES) FOR CMF ' , iC
P018«-( ([(p t A)*7) t 7)p t (([(p*A)*7)x7)*A+U
+0
X:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY' t (lT).' AND CMF f . ?<7
/4181+( (p.A) .Dp.A+U
+0
Y:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY ' , ( TT+1 ) , ' AND CMF f , tC
/<182*-( (p,>4),l)p,/!^a
-0
Z:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY '
.
( TT+2 ) . • v4i7Z? CMF » , TC
^183^( (p,yO,l)p./4«-D
+0
AB:' ENTER INVENTORIES FOR FY' $ (fT) t ' AND CMF » ,£
Itffl8«-( (p,iO,l)p,>i«-D
+0
AC -.'ENTER NAMES OF DUTY POSITIONS (INSIDE QUOTES) FOR CMF • ,?C
p0i9«-( (r(p.yj)*7),7)p,((r(p.jm7)x7)t^a
-o
AD:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY',(*T)>' AND CMF ' » ?C
y4191^( (p,/i) ,l)p»/4^D
-0
AEi'ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR PY' , ( f!T+l ) , • MZ? CWF • . ?C
><192<-( (p,y|),l)p,^D
-0
AFi'ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY'
.
( T7+2 ) , ' M0 CMF » , f£
/4193^( (p»>0 .Dp.yKD
+0
AG:' ENTER INVENTORIES FOR FY',(vT),' AND CMF ' . TC
IW19-«-( (p,yi).l)p f /i<-D
-0
AH:' ENTER NAMES OF DUTY POSITIONS (INSIDE QUOTES) FOR CMF ' , ?C
PC 2 3+( ( r ( p , /I ) 7 ) , 7 ) p . ( ( T ( p . A ) * 7 ) x 7 ) | ,1-HD
100] +0







[104] AJ:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FJ * . ( fT+1 )
,
f AND CNF ' >1C
[105] A232+((p.A) >l)ptA+0
[106] +0
[107] AK:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FT» , < fT+2 ) , ' AND CMF »
.
lC
[108] A2ZZ+ { (p.yl) ,l)p,^Q
[109] -»-0
[110] ilSl: v £J?T5/2 INVENTORIES FOR FY' A*T) .' ylflZ? CAfF • » ?C
[111] I/Vy23+-((p.yl) .Dp.yKD
[112] +0





[116] AN:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY' t (*T) t ' AND CMF \lC
[117] 4271-»-((p,j|).l)p,jH-Q
[118] +0
[119] AO:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY\(fT+l) ,' AND CMF ',Tf
[120] A272+( ip 9 A),l)p,A+U
[121] +0
[122] AP:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY » , ( TT + 2 ) . * /IffZJ CMF » , ?C
[123] /t273"-((p,yO,l)p t yi+-Q
[124] +0
[125] AQ:' ENTER INVENTORIES FOR FY\(*T) t ' AND CMF ' . ?C
[126] INV21+( (p.A) ,l)p,^D
[127] +0
[128] AR:' ENTER NAMES OF DUTY POSITIONS (INSIDE QUOTES) FOR CMF » , ?C
[12 9] P02 8«-(<r(p.jD*7).7)p.((r(p.>n*7)x7)ty!«HD
[130] +0
[131] AS:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY',(?T) t ' AND CMF \wC
[132] /*281*-( (pJ),l)pJ+0
[13 3] +0
[134] AT:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY' ,C*T+1) ,' AND CMF ' , TC
[135] /4282«-( (p./t) ,l)p,^^a
[136] -»-0
[137] AU:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FT' , ( T+2 ) , • >ttf£ C/YF f . ?C
[138] /4283+ ( (p.>*) ,l)p>A+-U
[139] -*0
[140] AV:' ENTER INVENTORIES FOR FY' t (*T),' AND CMF ' . fC
[141] INV2S+( (p,A) ,l)p,A+U
[142] +0
[143] AW:' ENTER NAMES OF DUTY POSITIONS (INSIDE QUOTES) FOR CMF » , C
[144] P0 2 9"-( (r(p./4)*7) ,7)p, (({ (p t A)*7)*7)*A+U
[145] +0
[146] AX:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY',(vT).' AND CMF '
,
iC
[147] A231 + ((p t A) ,l)p t A--U
[148] +0
[149] AY:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY *
.
( ?T+1 ) , ' AND CMF ' , ?C
[150] >4292^( (p.>l) ,l)p,>KD
[151] +0





[155] BA'. 1 ENTER INVENTORIES FOR FY 1 .(fD > AND CNF '
.
lC
[156] IiW2 9+-(( Pi >l),l)p^4-0
[157] +0
[158] BB:' ENTER NAMES OF DUTY POSITIONS (INSIDE QUOTES) FOR CMF » . £
L159] P031«-((r(p.>O*7),7)p,((r(p.>D*7>x7M^-«-D
[150] -»-0
[151] BC:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY',(fT)>* AND CMF ' t lC
[162] 4311+((p,iO* Dp .**-£]
[163] +0
[164] BD:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY' .(fT+1)
.
T /liVZ? CWF • , ?C
[165] ,4312-((p,/0»l)p,/«-«-D
[166] +0
[167] BE:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY\(vT+2)
.
»
,4ffZ> CWF f , tC
[168] 4313*((p,j|) t l)p,jH-a
[16 9] -»-0
[170] BFi' ENTER INVENTORIES FOR F7 , t (¥T), , MZ? CtfF ' , *C
[171] I/V/31^( (p.vO.Dp.yl-HD
[172] -»-0
[173] BG: 'ENTER NAMES OF DUTY POSITIONS (INSIDE QUOTES) FOR CMF ' ,
f
C
[1743 P03 3««-((r(p.Jl)*7) t 7)p f ((r(p.yl)*7)x7)M«-D
[17 5] +0
[176] BHi'ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY' t (*T),' AND CMF ' . ?C
[177] /4331^-( (p,>4) ,l)p.>4^D
[178] +0
[179] BI:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FT 1 , (Tf+l) » f >!#£ CMF * .£
[180] /4332+( (p.>l) ,l)p»>4^D
[181] +0
[182] BJ-.' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY , ,(TT+2), , AND CMF ' . ?C
[183] /4333«-((p.>l),l)p t Ji«-D
[184] *0
[185] BK:' ENTER INVENTORIES FOR FY' t (*T) t ' AND CMF ' , ?C
[186] Itf/33+ ( (p,j4) t l)p.>KD
L187] *0
[18 8] BL:' ENTER NAMES OF DUTY POSITIONS (INSIDE QUOTES) FOR CMF ' , TC
[18 9] P051+-((r(p,/!)*7),7)p,((r(p.yi)*7)x7)ty<«-D
[190] *0
[191] BM:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY' t (*T),' AND CMF ' , ?C
[192] JSll-KCp.jD.Dp.J-H]
[193] +0
[194] BNi' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY' »(fT+l) ,' AND CMF ' , lC
[195] ><512«-( (p,/l) ,l)pJ+
[196] +0
[197] BOx'ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY' % (*T+2) % ' >ltf0 CMF ' ,£
[198] i4513^((p,/4),l)p.i4*-D
[199] -»-0
[200] BP-.' ENTER INVENTORIES FOR FY' t (vT) t ' AND CMF ' , fC
[201] Itf751«-( (p.yl) .Dp./KD
[202] +0
[203] BQ:'ENTER NAMES OF DUTY POSITIONS (INSIDE QUOTES) FOR CMF ' , TC
[204] P054+((r(p./O*7),7)p,((r(p./O+7)*7)t,l<-D
[205] +0





[209] BS:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR PI*
,
(tT+1) ,» AND CMF » , tC
[210] >l5U2«-(<p.yO,l)p.Jl«-D
[211] +0
[212] BT:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY f
.
( TT+2 ) . » AND CMF \lC
[213] 45t»3«-((p,iO s l)p,>H-a
[211] >0
[215] BUi' ENTER INVENTORIES FOR F/ f ,(TT),* jltfZ? CtfF » , ?C
[216] I/V75U^((p,>l),l)p,^^D
[217] +0
[218] BV:' ENTER NAMES OF DUTY POSITIONS {INSIDE QUOTES) FOR CMF f » ?C"
[219] P055*((r(p.>l)*7),7)p,((r(p,>l)*7)x7)+ i44-Q
[220] +0
[221] BW:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY'AlT).' AND CMF » , TC
[222] /4551-«-( (p.>t).l)p,^D
[223] -*0
[221] BX:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY • , ( fT+l ) , * /ItfZ? £tfF f . *C
[225] /t552+((p.,4),l)p..4«-D
[226] +0
[227] BY: 'ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR Fr , t (TT+2), , /ItfZ? CtfF • , wC
[228] i4553+-((p t >l),l)p,>l-«-a
[229] +0
[230] BZi % ENTER INVENTORIES FOR FY\(lT),' AND CMF '
.
TC
[231] IW5 5«-( (p,yO,l)p,yl+-D
[232] +0
[233] CD: 1 ENTER NAMES OF DUTY POSITIONS (INSIDE QUOTES) FOR CMF f , 7C
[234] P06 3+((r(p,j4)*7),7)p, ( ( I" ( p ,>1 ) *7 )x7 ) M-HD
[235] -+Q
[236] CE:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY'AlT).' AND CMF • . ?C
[237] >«S31^( (p,>4) »l)p./!^D
[238] -*0
[239] CF:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR fT , ,(^+l), , ^Z? CMF » , TC
[210] i4632-»-((p,>l),l)p,>l*D
[211] -*0
[212] CG:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR Fr t ,(T+2), , AND CMF • . ?C
[213] yl633«-((p,y0.1)p.>l"K3
[211] +0
[215] CH i 'ENTER INVENTORIES FOR FY\(vT).' AND CMF \iC
[216] Itf763«<-( (p.yO ,l)p,>l«-Q
[217] +0
[218] CI: 1 ENTER NAMES OF DUTY POSITIONS (INSIDE QUOTES) FOR CMF • , fC
[219] P064*-((r(p.>l)*7).7)p, (( l"( p. 4 )*7)x7) +>!••-[]
[250] +
[251] CJ:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY\(vT) t ' AND CMF \lC
[252] >«611«-( (pJ),l)p,^D
[253] +0










f AND CMF , ¥
C




"260 j CM'. 1 ENTER INVENTORIES FOR FJ'.CtT). 1 AND CMF ' , wC
"261] INVb^i ip. A) ,l)p,i4*D
o c o 1 -^ n
.263] COi' ENTER NAMES OF DUTY POSITIONS {INSIDE QUOTES) FOR CMF * ,£
[264] P067^((r(p.>O*7).7)p,((r(p.yO*7)x7)+;4-K]
[265] -0
[266] CP:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY', iiT) .' AND CMF ' ,iC
[267] A611+({p,A) ,l)p,i4t-D
L268J -*0
[269] CQ:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY 1 . (Tf+l)
.
f j4M? £#? ' . *C
[270] ,4572-«-( (p,>l) ,Dp.i4*-D
[271] -0
[272] CR:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FI\ilT+2) >' 4tf£ CMF ' , t£
[273] y4673-^( (p. .4) ,l)p,/4^Q
[274] *0





V R+CC DAT2 C;AL',A',C;T
[I] N THIS FUNCTION IS USED FOR THE CREATION OF REQUIRED VECTORS.
[2] T+Cll]
[3] C+C121
[4] AL- 1 PQ1 1A171A271A31 IIN7 1PQ7 HA17*A27*A31HIN7HPQ7S All 6 A27 6 A3i 61
;
[5] -*(!*=+/< ((p, J4L)*4),4)p((p.>II)pC,C)=>4I)/I.B.X,Z?,£,F,(?,ff,I,«7,Af.ff.
[6] 'THIS CMF IS NOT INCLUDED IN THE NUMBERS I SPECIFIED. 1
[7] -0





[II] B:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY\{vT),' AND CMF \fC
[12] ynil-e-Up.yO.Dp.y^D
[13] +0


























































D:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR £T*.OT+2). t AND CMF ' , wC
A713-*-( (p t i4),l)p,yi*D
-••0
Ei' ENTER INVENTORIES FOR FY\(vT),' AND CMF t wC
-»Q
Fz' ENTER NAMES OF DUTY POSITIONS {INSIDE QUOTES) FOR CMF ' ,lC
PQ7*+(([(p.A)*7) ,7)p,(([(p.A)*7)x7)+A+Q
-0
G-.' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY',(*T).' AND CMF * ,£
i4741--( (p.yl) ,l)p.i4^D
+0
Hz 1 ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY •
. ( T*T+1 ) , T AND CMF T ,£
A7*2+((p t A) ,l)p,/^D
-0










J:' ENTER INVENTORIES FOR FY'.dT).' AND CMF ' , tC
XitrK74-t-( (p,^) ,i)p,>H-D
-0
Mi' ENTER NAMES OF DUTY POSITIONS (INSIDE QUOTES) FOR CMF ' .£
P07 6^( (r(p,i4) + 7) t 7)p.((r(p.>l)*7)x7)fi4-«-D
-*0
Nz 1 ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY'.ilT), 1 AND CMF f ,vC
A761+((p,A) ,1)q.A<-U
-0
Oz' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY' ,(?7+l) , * MZ? CtfF ',£
/4762-^( (p.yt) ,l)p.i4-*-D0
Pz' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY f , ( TT+2 ) . • >ttfZ? CWF * .£
i4763-*-( (p,>i) ,l)p./4-HD
-0
Qz' ENTER INVENTORIES FOR FY'.(wT).' AND CMF * .£
2W76-<-( (p.>i) ,l)p,i4-K]0
Rlz' ENTER NAMES OF DUTY POSITIONS (INSIDE QUOTES) FOR CMF \wC
PQ1 9-( ( r ( P , A ) *7 ) . 7 ) p . ( ( r ( p . A ) + 7 ) x 7 ) +>i^D
-0





BVz' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY 1 , (wT+1 ) . * >J//Z? CAfF • . ?£
y|792-( (p.i4) ,l)p,/^D
-0
Uz' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY , ( ?2*+2 ) , ' i4i7Z? £tfF ' . ?C
i4793-^( (p. A) .Dp.A^U
-0




68] V:' ENTER NAMES OF DUTY POSITIONS (INSIDE QUOTES) FOE CHF ' ,iC
69] P081^((r(p.>O + 7),7)p,((r(p.v4)*7)x7)+>l«-D
70] -*0
71] X:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY',(vT) t ' AND CMF ' t iC
72] i4811-t-((p.yi),l)p,,H-D
73] -+0
74] I: 1 ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY'
.
( ?T+1 ) . * >4//0 C#F f , t£
75] j4812--((p.yl),l)p.y|-«-D
76] -*0
77] Zz' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY' , ( tT+2 ) , 4/727 CA/F ' , tC
78] Jl813-t-((p.j|)-,l)p.,il<H]
79] +0





83] AC-.' ENTER NAMES OF DUTY POSITIONS (INSIDE QUOTES) FOR CMF ' » iC
84] P08 4--((r(p./O*7),7)p.((r(p,vO*7)x7)<M^D
85] +0
86] AD:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY' t (*T),' AND CMF ' t iC
87] M8*U-t-((p,i4).l)p t yH-D
88] *0-





92] AF:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY' , (tT+2) . ' ,4tfZ? CA/F » , wC
93] 4843^( (p.yl) »l)p,;4-HD
94] -+0
95] AG-. 'ENTER INVENTORIES FOR FY',(fT),' AND CMF ' , vC
96] INV8*+( (p.A) ,l)p.i4*D
97] *0
98] AH:' ENTER NAMES OF DUTY POSITIONS (INSIDE QUOTES) FOR CMF '
,
iC
99] PQSl+(([(p.A)*7) ,7)p t ((t((>.A)*7)x7)iA+n
100] -*0
101] AI:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY'AfT).' AND CMF '
.
iC
102] i4 911«-( (p.A) ,l)r>.A«-U
103] -+Q
104] AJ:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY'
.
(
wT+1 ) , ' AND CMF ' . iC
105] 4912«*-( (p./i) ,l)p,4+D
106] -*0
107] AK:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY' , (3»+2) . f yltfZ? CAfF ' ,£
108] 4913*((p,i4).i)p.j4-«-a
109] -0
110] AL1:' ENTER INVENTORIES FOR FY\(*T).' AND CMF ' ,?C
111] Itfy91-( (p.yl) ,l)p.^D
112] -0
113] AM:' ENTER NAMES OF DUTY POSITIONS (INSIDE QUOTES) FOR CMF f , £
114] P09 2-«-((r(p.yt)*7).7)p.((r(p.i4)*7)x7)+ >KQ
115] -0
116] AN:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY'.(^T),' AND CMF ' .£
117] >!921-((p.i4),l)p.yHD
118] -+0















[125] AQ:' ENTER INVENTORIES FOR FJ'. (?).' AND CMF ' ,lC
[126] INV32+( ip. A) .Dp.^Q
[127] -*0
[128] AR:' ENTER NAMES OF DUTY POSITIONS {INSIDE QUOTES) FOR CMF \lC
[129] PQ9*-*-(([(p,A)*7).7)p,(({(p.A)i7)*l)+A+n
[130] -+0
[131] AS: 1 ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY'.(lT),' AND CMF ' , *C
[132] ,4941*<-( (p.M) .Dp.^D
[133] +0
[134] AT: 1 ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FT 1 ,(?+!), ' AND CMF f , tC
[135] ,4942*-( (p./O ,l)p.;4-D
[135] -*0
[137] AU: 1 ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR F.T , ( TT+2 ) , f AND CMF f , wC
[138] ,4943^( (p.A) .Dp.^D
[139] -0
[14 0] AV: 1 ENTER INVENTORIES FOR FY\(rT) t ' AND CMF ' .£
[141] INV9*+((p.A) ,l)p,A^n
[142] -0
[143] AW: 1 ENTER NAMES OF DUTY POSITIONS (INSIDE QUOTES) FOR CMF ' .£
[144] P09 5^( (r(p.yO*7),7) p ,((r(p,>n+7)x7)-MO
[145] -^0
[145] AX: 1 ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY',(vT).' AND CMF \*C
[147] ,49 51-«-((p,jO ,l)p pA*Q
[148] -+0
[149] AY: XENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY 1 .(tT+D , f AND CMF '
,
tC
[150] i4952*((p t «4),l)p,i4-^D
[151] -0
[152] AZ: 1 ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY\(wT+2) .' /4i7£> CAfF ,£
[153] i4953f((p.i4) t l)p.>l*D
[154] -*0





[158] BG:' ENTER NAMES OF DUTY POSITIONS (INSIDE QUOTES) FOR CMF '
,
*C
[15 9] P09 6--( (r(p»yl) + 7).7)p.((r(p,>0*7)x7)+>K[]
[160] -+0
[161] BH:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY\(vT).' AND CMF f . iC
[162] A3Sl-((p,A) ,l)p.A+U
[153] -0
[164] BI:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY 1 ,(?T+1) ,' ,4ffZ> CtfF ? . ?C
[165] ;4962-((p.j4).l)p.y!-»-D
[166] -+0
[167] BJ:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FJ ' , ( tT+2 ) . ' v4^Z? £#F . iC
[168] il983*((p # i«),l)p,i4^D
[169] -0
[170] BK:' ENTER INVENTORIES FOR FY',(*T) t ' AND CMF ' . ?C




[173] BLz'ENTER NAMES OF DUTY POSITIONS {INSIDE QUOTES) FOE CHF ' 9 lC
[174] P097^((r(p./O*7),7)p,((r(p.,4)*7)x7)"M^Q
[175] -0
[176] BM:' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY'.ivT).' AND CMF • ,£
[177] j|971-«-((p.il).l.)p,jH-D
[178] -*0
[179] BNz' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY' ,(vT+l) .' AND CMF ' ,vC
[180] j4972^( (p.jO .l)p.>4-H3
[181] -*0
[18 2] BO -.'ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY » , ( tT+2 ) . T XtfZ? CAfF f , iC
[183] i!973*((p,i4).a)p.i4-«-D
[184] -*0
[185] BP:' ENTER INVENTORIES FOR FY'.ivT),' AND CMF ' . ?C
[186] IiV797^( (p.M) ,l)p,)l*D
[187] -*0
[188] BQ'.' ENTER NAMES OF DUTY POSITIONS {INSIDE QUOTES) FOR CMF ' ,lC
[18 9] P098^((r(p,>l)*7).7)p.((r(p.^)T7)x7)+ J4^D
[1-90] -+0
[191] BR'.' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY'A^T).' AND CMF ' , fC
[192] ,4981-((p,i4) ,l)p,^Q
[193] -+0
[194] BSz' ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY
'
.
( tT+1 ) , ' AND CMF ' ,*C
[195] y4982-<-( (p./O ,l)p,>HD
[196] -*0
[197] BT-.'ENTER AUTHORIZATIONS FOR FY '
. ( vT+2 ) , f >5^I? CMF ' t vC
[198] ,4983^((p,yO ,l)p t J**£]
[199] -»>0
[200] BU'.' ENTER INVENTORIES FOR FY'.(lT).' AND CMF ' . iC





2. Listing cf the Function "DATAHAN".
VDATAMANZQIl
7 R-DATAMAN;A;I;M;NEW;TYR;W
[l] 'THIS FUNCTION DOES THE FOLLOWING:'
[2] 'ADDITION OF AH ELEMENT, DELETION OF AN ELEMENT, AND REPLACEMENT OF'
[3] 'THE VALUE OF AN ELEMENT IN AN EXISTING VECTOR OF DATA.'
[»] ' '
[5] • '
CS] 'SNTER THE NAME OF VECTOR YOU WANT TO CHANCE'
[7] M+Q
[8] -THE






TRY:M-( (l"(p.tf)»7) .7) .,v
THS:-CPO*\(l-oAoM))
NM:' ENTER A, D. OR R TO ADD A NEW ELEMENT, DELETE AN EXISTING'
'ELEMENT. OR REPLACE THE VALUE OF AN ELEMENT RESPECTIVELY:'
w-a
-iW='A','D'.'R' ) IADD. DEL. REP
'YOU HAD TO ENTER A, D, OR R; RETRY.'
-NM
ADD:' ENTER LINE NUMBER AFTER WHICH YOU WANT TO ADD A LINE'
~POI*\{iI*0)AlHoM)lll)
'INVALID LINE NUMBER; RETRY.'
-ADD
P0I:-CD»\(-y = (oM)i2l)
'ENTER THE VALUE OF THE NEW LINE'.'
NEW- 1 1 oA-U
R-M-( (J.l)t.y) .[I] MW.Cl3(X.0)+Jf
-END
CD:' ENTER THE NAME OF THE NEW DUTY POSITIONilN QUOTES)'
NEW- 1 7 p,T*A-<3
R-M-UI. 7) fM) .[l] NEW,iXl(.I.O)*M
-END










'INVALID LINE NUMBER; RETRY.'
-DEL
pa?:*£01xt(7«(0M)C2])
R-M-<((I-1). !)*>. Cl](-(((pi |MCl]W>.lH0
-END
C2 1 : J?~W- ( ( ( I • 1 ) . 7 ) + tf ) . [ 1 ] ( - ( ( ( P* > C 1 JW ) . 7 ) t tf
-END
REP:' ENTER POSITION WHOSE VALUE HAS TO CHANGE'
I-Q
-pey* i ( d>o ) ajs ( p# ) [ i ]
'INVALID LINE NUMBER; RETRY.'
-REP
POV:-CD2*\ (7«(p«)C2l)


































































































































v r-matrix p-.c-. fro ; from ;jik\t0\ tom ; i ;m ; ps ; ss ; pv ;pp -.sp-.sv '.max ;tp; tyr ; tv
'this function produces transition matrices. to get correct results'
'elements of the argument (vector of duty positions) must be in'
'alphanumeric order of mos , increasing order op sl and p.v.s order'




+PRT* i (Is /(/>[ ;6]=•P•).(P[;6]st^M) t p[;6]=•s•)
'CHECK THE VECTOR OF DUTY POSITIONS; SQI DIFFERENT THAN P.V.S IS FOUND.'0
PRT-.M-U ,I)pO
£>0
'ARE THERE ANY CHANGES IN MOS DUE TO PROMOTIONS IN THIS CMF?
'




SDXi'ENTER MOS/SL FROM WHICH THE PROMOTION ORIGINATES(E .G .11.V40) ;'
'IF YOU ARE FINISHED ENTER Pi'
PROM-fl
+KED*\{{+/(S\PRQM)='P ')s5)









KED:T0M-( ( T ( p . TOM ) 5 ) ,S)s>.TQM
PRQ-(([(p.PRQ)*S) ,S)p,PRQ
ft STAYING RATES FOR PARASHUTISTS WHEN TRANSITIONS TO V CANNOT OCCUR ARE:
SDS-.SP- 0.523 0.531 0.697 0.722 0.68
ft STAYING RATES FOR SPECIALISTS ARE:
SS"- 0.384 0.43 0.713 0.789 0.757
ft STAYING RATES FOR PARASHUTISTS WHEN TRANSITIONS TO V ARE POSSIBLE ARE-.
SPW- 0.502 0.516 0.688 0.718 0.6''7
ft STAYING RATES FOR RANGERS ARE-A ALWAYS IS POSSIBLE TRANSITION TO P) .
SVW-SV- 0.5"> 0.366 0.667 0.682 0.726
a PROMOTION RATES FOR PARASHUTISTS ARE'.
PP- 0.171 0.215 0.146 0.108
ft PROMOTION RATES FOR RANGERS ARE:
TV-- 0.146 0.273 0.144 0.159
ft PROMOTION RATES FOR SPECIALISTS ARE-.
PS- 0.435 0.449 0.217 0.124
ft TRANSITION RATES FROM P TO V WITH PROMOTION ARE:
TPW- 0.0 04 0.006
ft TRANSITION RATES FROM V TO P WITH PROMOTION ARE:
TVW- 0.01 0.008 0.016
ft TRANSITION RATES FROM P TO V W/0 PROMOTION ARE:
TP- 0.017 0.009 0.009 0.004 0.
ft TRANSITION RATES FROM V TO P
TV- 0.003 0.011 0.021 0.024 0.
CfllM ( , P'*(f[I;6]) )
Mil ill+SPLtiPU ;»»])]
+CQ
















[66] PPP:*C0xi(((( + /(p[i;])=p[i + i;])xs)v((iP[lm])*(iP[(I + i);u])-l))v5=P[J;H])
[6-7] W[I;I-fl>PP[i(P[I;4])]
[68] -CO





[74] -riT"i(P[I;6] = P[^;6])
[75] NLJlJl-SPVlJtiPUl*'})]






[80] r3s-^'«»»t ( UP[«/:4])*(iP[I;4]).»l)
[81] *[.T;I>rPV[(±PU;4])]
[82] T4:*T2*\ ( ( iPU ; 4 ] ) * ( ±P[ J; 4 ] ) + l
)
[83] ^[I;J, ]'TVi/[(iP[I;4])]
[84] T2:*T£*x( ( iP[1 : 4 ] ) *( tPU ;4 ] )
)
[85] MlIiJl-TVUxPUilDl


























[111] 4££: ££/>«* x x U<fl/U)
[112] TE0L:-TRS*\iC>J)
[113] CP<?:*//£fe'x x (j>2)
[114] *CQD*\ ( , P'*P[l;6])
[115] *^/fJ« \ (0*tf[l;l])
L116] tf[l;l]-SP[i(P[l;4])]
[117] KHI:-EN*\( ( ( ( /
(
PL 1 ; ] ) =P[ 2 ; ] ) *6 ) v (
(











4. Listing of the Functions "AIRBORNE", "DATA", "VALUE",
VAIRBORNElUT*
7 AIRBORNE ;P0S;W'.TYRR '.STBADY'.NCMF'.NCMFS'.SHOOC '.YEA\YEARS '.BUDGE -,CQRA
[1] *THIS IS A DRIVER FUNCTION WHICH IMPLEMENTS THE' MAIN MODEL.'
IN ORDER TO USE THE MODEL YOU NEED THE FOLLOWING INPUT'.'
(1) VECTORS OF NAMES OF DUTY POSITIONS FOR EACH CMF STORED UNDER THE'
NAME "PO..", WHERE • '..•' IS THE CMF NUMBER. THE INDIVIDUAL DUTY 1
POSITIONS ARE ARRANGED IN ALPHANUMERIC ORDER OF MOS. INCREASING 1
ORDER OF SL, AND P,V.S ORDER OF SQL'
(2) VECTORS OF AUTHORIZATIONS FOR TWO OR THREE FISCAL YEARS AND'
VECTORS OF INVENTORIES FOR THE FIRST FISCAL YEAR FOR EACH CMF'
CORRESPONDING TO THE DUTY POSITIONS GIVEN ABOVE. THESE ARE STORED'
UNDER THE NAMES'. A..1. A.. 2, A.. 3 AND INV . . EACH OF WHICH CAN BE'
CREATED USING THE FUNCTION "DATAINPUT" . OR UPDATED USING THE'
FUNCTION ' ' DATAMAN' ' .'
(3) A TRANSITION MATRIX FOR EACH CMF .THIS MATRIX CAN BE CREATED USING'

































































DO YOU WANT TO ENTER DATA? ENTER Y OR N •
+WER* i ( ?=•!•)0
WER: m******** INPUT DATA **************
T+I+O
'INPUT DESIRED NUMBER OF FY''S FOR WHICH YOU WANT'
'TRAINING REQUIREMENTS ( 1 OR 2 ) . '
STEADY*-YEARS<-0
'IDENTIFY CMF"S YOU WANT TO WORK WITH (E.G. 11 13 ETC.)'
'TYPING "ALL" WILL PROVIDE CMF"S:11 12 13 16 18 19 23 2,7 28 29 31 33'




'IDENTIFY CMF NUMBERS FOR WHICH YOU WOULD LIKE TO SEE THE DATA-.'
'(YOU CAN ENTER "ALL". ENTERING YOU WILL SEE NONE.)'
SEE*.
a










'POSITION FY' AlYEA) .' FY'
,
(fYEA+1) . ' FY* , (wYEA + 2 ) . « FY' .tYEA
> .... .,,. -.__. -.,-'













. ( ,AUT1) .( .INV)
SE- 7 7 11 1SE
REC ,SE
« i




































































































AV2-AV2. {DDDL 2 1'DDDLll* .AUT2)
AS2-AS2
. ( ( 'DDDL 3 ] ) t , AUT2 )






























CV-CV , {DDDL2D* {DDDLll )*.INV

















'DO YOU WANT TO SEE REQUIRED SCHOOL CAPACITY AND BUDGET TO CREATE INVENTORY'
'UP TO A MINIMUM PERCENTAGE COVERAGE OF AUTHORIZATIONS AT END OF FY ' . {lYEA + T-D , ' ? '










































































'DO YOU WANT TO CONTINUE WITH ORIGINAL BUDGET? ENTER I OR N •
TYRR+R
~para3*\(tyrr='i')
wro: 'enter new amount of training budget for fjt'
.
ilzba*t«x ) , ' : '
BUDGE-.U
+PARA3*\ ( ({p.BUDGE) = l)A(.l= + /BUDGE>0) )
'IOU HAVE TO ENTER A POSITIVE NUMBER; TRY AGAIN.'
-WRO
PARAZx'DO IOU WANT TO CONTINUE WITH ORIGINAL SCHOOL CAPACITY? ENTER Y OR N'
TYR+fl
+PARA2*\ {TYR='Y' )
WROX:' ENTER SCHOOL CAPACITY FOR P ,V ,S (3 NUMBERS)'
SROOC+.Q
+PARA2*\((3 = (3,SHOOC)a(3 = + /SHOOC>Q))
'YOU MUST ENTER 3 POSITIVE NUMBERS; TRY AGAIN.'
*WR01
PARA2'.B-(BUDGE)
. (p ,AP) . (p ,AV) , (p ,AS) .CORA .COS .SHOOC
t t
< t
'DO YOU WANT TO SEE THE RESULTS FOR FY
'
.
(lYEA+T-1) ,' {ENTER Y) OR QUITiENTER N)?'
TYR-n
*COMTI*\ (.TIR='Y' )0




» * * «




















ffff-$ ( 1 , off/? ) P ,RR*RECR
RECR->-.{({oAP)*.RR1*C0RAll1),U(pAV)*{pAP)l ,RR)*C0RAt2l)




S£P2-( SEP[ 2 ] . 6 ) t
(
SEPl 1 ] , ) *ffff








'CMF ' AiNCMFSlJ]) .' '
•******'
'DUTY AUTHORIZED SHORTAGE NET REQUIi TRAINING RECRUITMENT'
'POSITION PERSONNEL START OF REMENTS ENTRANTS (TRAINING'








IN FY' .(lYEA+T-1) .' GRADUATSf)'
!„«,,. ^..., ,.«- mmmn »«»»*•»•** «-«».-<*. *««•<.»*«_ *_..•• «.»rf*^«4 •
SE+DIMM; ]
D-( (+/SE) ,7 )p,<(*/5S)«7)4 ((//( (.7-1) ,3 )*DIN)*7 ) *POS















































D, ( 1 2p7. 0.6, 0,10. 0.10. 0.10,0, 12, 0)lRRR
+C0NTI*\ (J<NCHF)
+H0YE*\ (STEADY*!)
'DO YOU WANT TO RUN PROGRAM FOR MORE FY"S WITH AUTHORIZATIONS 1














'DO YOU WANT ANOTHER RUN FOR THE SAME YEAR(S) USING NEW VALUES FOR'
'COMPLETION RATES, COSTS OF TRAINING. BUDGET, AND SCHOOL CAPACITY?'















a THIS FUNCTION TRANSFERS THE DATA INTO THE MODEL "AIRBORNE"
AL- 11 12 13 16 18 19 "2 3 27 28 29 31 33 51 54 55 63 64 67 71






































































































































































































































































































































[251] PJV0 : PQSI-{ ( ( p , POSI ) 7 ) . 7 ) p , POST
[252] DDD*-(+/PG5ZL ;5]= , P' )
, ( +/FOSJ[ ;6]=*l" ) . +/POSII ;6 ]= 'S'
[253] *WVl«i( (p.^^r) = (p.P0SI)*7)
[254] 'POP CMP '.(t^).' POSITIONS ADD AUTHORIZATIONS DIFFER IN LENGTH'.'
[255] 'RESTART'
[256] -0
[257] ?Wl:-»2V0xi ( (p,y4yf)=p./»yri)









[267] -»vwv*\ ( (p.i/Vin=p,i4:/:r)
[268] 'POP CtfP '.(>»). ' VECTORS OP AUTHORIZED AND QUALIFIED PERSONNEL'
[269] 'DIFFER IN LENGTH; RESTART'
[270] -0
[271] UVW-.
[272] +VMVV*\ ( (x/(p.M/4T) ) = ( (*/DDD)*2) )








[I] *THIS function helps to entry new parameters in the model.
[2] KS>*:' INPUT COMPLETION RATES FOR P.V.S (3 NUMBERS BETVEEN AND l)'
[3] CORA-.Q
[»] ~KK*\( (3=p .CORA) » ( 3 = + /CO«.4>0)a( 3 = /CORAH ) )
[5] 'YOU MUST ENTER 3 NUMBERS BETVEEN ,4#0 1; TRX AGAIN.'
[6] -KSH





[10] 'YOU MUST ENTER 3 POSITIVE NUMBERS; TRY AGAIN.'
[II] +KK
[12] BBUD-.'ENTSR AVAILABLE BUDGET FOR EACH YEARi ' .{lYBARS) .' NUMBSR{S))'
[13] 'IN DOLLARS {IN ONE LINE)'
[in] SBS--.D
[15] -'KKK*\( {YEARS*p.BBB)a(YEARS=*/BBB>0))
[16] 'YOU HAVE TO ENTER ', {HEARS) .' POSITIVE NUMBERS; TRY AGAIN.'
[17] +BBUD
[18] KKK:' INPUT SCHOOL CAPACITY FOR P. V. S (3 NUMBERS)'
[19] SHOOC-.Q
[20] ~KKKK*\ ( (3=p,StfOOC)A( 2:*/SHQ0C>0) )





V R-K FORCAST NN-.UU-.TR
[1] uTtf/j FUNCTION IMPLEMENTS THE PORCASTING MODEL.
[2] UU~{*/t>NN)*2
[3] TR-{UU.UU)s>,K
[*] *•-[ ((«JU*[j1 ]>.!•*).¥.Y[;2])*0.S
7
VSC//00L[Q]V
V >« SCHOOL Q;U;J;Jl;J2;R
[I] dTi/J5 FUNCTION PRODUCES REQUIRED BUDGET AND SCHOOL CAPACITIES
[2] a?0 ^CaiS/£ * SPECIFIC PERCENTAGE OF COVERAGE.
[3] et! l»3-{CI;3]>'<fl[j%]
["] S>tC: '£/Yr£ff MINIMUM percentage coverage OF AUTHORIZATIONS REQUIRED'
[5] 'FOR EACH SQI; E.G. .98 .9 .85 OF AUTHORIZATIONS TO BE COVERED'
[6] 'FOR P. V. AND S POSITIONS.'
[ 7 ] HI
[8] *S*RE*\{ (/US0) + U>1) ) = 0)
[9] 'INVALID COMPLETION RATE; TRY AGAIN'
[10] *SAC
[II] SJRE-.J-i {J*V(.l])-J)*J~A<.l]*Ql ;3]
[12] ^l-(Ul«tf[2]WlWl«-<;l[2])tUm)+fl[}3]
[13] ^2*-((/2»V£3])t/2)*/2»(»(4[3]))t«Cj3]
[1"»] ./--( ( U-. < Q[;h]))>0 )*(./-./. Jl../2)*e[ ;<]><<}[ ;2 ]*«[;<])«( (0<«[;2) >A(g[ ; 2 ]>«[ ;>]))
[15] 'REQUIRED SCHOOL CAPACITIES TO ACHIEVE THIS COVERAGE AT THE END OP FY ' . (.lYEA + T-l) . ' ARE:
[16] y?^(f(L(*/^[l]t^)«4['»]).([(*/(-4[2]t(4[l]W)))*/t[5]).[(*/((-^[3])t«/))»^[6])
[17] R
[18] 'fOff P. V, S RESPECTIVELY'
[19] ' •
[20] '
[21] 'FOR FY' ,<.1YSA*T*1) ,' A BUDGET OP '
.
( f ( /( ( iff ) "COS) ) ) . ' DOLLARS'
[22] 'IS NEEDED TO COVER AUTHORIZATIONS UP TO THE ABOVE SPECIFIED LEVEL'
[23] ' '
[2<4] ' •
[25] 'DO YOU VANT TO SEE REQUIRED BUDGET AND SCHOOL CAPACITY FOR A'







V P-fl ARIS PiSHiC0RATBjMARGtSHPiSP'.SViSSiC0STSiA;DDiVW;DiSi8B".AA;AN;II
[I] * THIS FUNCTION PRODUCES A VECTOR OF POSITIONS OP THE INPUT
[2] fk WHERE THERE EXISTS MAX SHORTAGE' AFTER EACH RECRUITMENT.
[3] n B-BUDGET. TOTAL P-V^S .COMPLETION RATES .COSTS .SCHOOL CAPACITI.
[4] A P IS A MATRIX ff*4;15? AND 3RD COL .REPRESBNT AUTHORIZED PERSONNEL .AND
[5] n 2ND AND »TH SHORTAGES FOR ORIGIN AND END OF YEAR FOR EACH MOS-SL-SCI
.
[6] nFIRST ROWS CORRESPOND TO PARACHUTISTS(P) .NEXT TO RANGERS(V)
[7] nAND LAST TO SPESI ALISTS(.S) .
[8] P0-( ( (P[jl])=0)*l£~6)*P[il]
C9] Sff-P[;2]
[10] SH*-SH*~SOOQ*{DD*1E~S)














[25] S//P-S#P«-~5000>'M,V = 1£~6 )






































[62] P0SITT-P0SIT*{ ( iP055/()>0)
[63] POSMA-POSMA.POSITT
[64] -PJTP3*iUS2SCtf[3])


























8 9] SAP- . ( ( P
.







































































































'BINDING CONSTRAINT IS BUDGET','
—RES2
RSSl:*EPI*\ ( ( {SPC*0)*(SVC*0)*SSC = O)<'(O**/0>SCR-LP.LV,LS) )
i t
t i








'REMAINING BUDGET FOR THIS TEAR IS:' ,(*BB) .' DOLLARS.'
'REMAINING SCHOOL CAPACITIES FOR P. V. S ARE:'. IS iSCH- ( LP. IV. LS) ) . • .
'
*TEL'\ ( (DEK=1)*{DE0 = 1)a(DEU-D)
*TSLI*\ ( (C£K=O)a(P£O=O)a(0FU=O) )
P/?£1>M (0£K=1)
'MAX UNCOVERED EXISTING SRORTAGE FOR PARACHUTISTS AND FY
'
,
( iTEA*T'\) . ' IS:'.lP
+PRE22
PREl-.'MAX UNCOVERED PREDICTED SHORTAGE FOR PARACHUTISTS AND FY'
,
(lYEA*T) . ' IS:'.lP
PRE22:*PRE2*\ (CE0=1)
'MAX UNCOVERED EXISTING SHORTAGE FOR RANGERS AND FT'
.
< »r EA*T-1 ) . ' IS:',lV
-PRE73
PRE2:'MAX UNCOVERED PREDICTED SHORTAGE FOR RANGERS AND FY'
.
(-7 EA* T) , ' ISi'.lV
PRE2 2: -PRE 3»i IDEU-l)
'MAX UNCOVERED EXISTING SHORTAGE FOR SPECIALISTS AND FY
'
.
( »7 EA* T- 1 ) . ' IS:',lS
*TELOS
PRE3:'MAX UNCOVERED PREDICTED SHORTAGE FOR SPECIALISTS AND FY
'
, I 1 Y EA*T) . ' IS:'. IS
*TELOS
TELI-.'THE MAX UNCOVERED PERCENTAGES OF EXISTING SHORTAGE FOR FY' ,{vYEA*T-\)
*TELII
TEL:' THE MAX UNCOVERED PERCENTAGES OP PREDICTED SHORTAGE FOR PY'.fYEA*T
TELII:' FOR P.V-.AND S RESPECTIVELY UILL BE LESS THAN:'
(P).(V).(S)




V R+-B GROUP PiSEiTTiLPl;LVliLSl;GROUiGiRPiRViRS










[9] /?P-r~0.5+(S[2] + S£)*S[5]
[10] PK*-r~0.5 + (S[3] + B[2]+S£)*B[6]
[II] PS^I"~0.5+( (-£[3])+S£)*B[7]
[12] £P*-LPl + (+/PP)
[13] IP*-iyi + (+/fl7)
[14] £S-LSl+(+/PS)
[15] -Stfv4££xx( (LP>S[ll])v(IV>S[12])v(I5>B[13]))
[16] *5«>lL£x l (o>C^(fl[l]-( (LPxS[ 8 ] ) + (L^xS[ 9 ])+I5xS[ 10]) ))
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